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INTRODUCTION
A central limit theorem for martingales was considered as early 
as 1935» when Paul Levy established several results. However, it is 
only since the 1960's that the field has received much attention, and 
some of the most important work was published by Erown [9] in 1971.
In this dissertation we take a critical look at the present situation of 
martingale central limit theory. We change the form of the classical 
central limit problem and show that in this new form it has a solution 
under more general conditions. This leads us to analogous results for 
reverse martingales, and to a new form of the law of the iterated 
logarithm.
Chapter I serves both as a historical introduction and as a survey 
of recent developments in martingale central limit theory. It shows 
how closely linked the martingale and independence theories are, but 
points out that some important independence results do not appear to 
carry over to martingales. Brown’s results are introduced here in 
section 1.6. They contain conditions under which the traditional form 
of the central limit theorem for sums of independent variables can be 
applied to sums of dependent variables. One of these conditions is that
(0.1) s~2 V2 £ 1,n n *
where s2 = I1* E(X2) and V2 = EZ1 E(X2 | X.. ,.,. ,X. ..). This is trivially n 1 j n 1 j1 1* * j~i
satisfied if {X^}” are independent but does not hold so generally 
when all we know is that {X are martingale differences. Chapter II 
examines the behaviour of the sum E^ X^ when condition (0.1) no longer 
holds•
Chapters II, III and IV are devoted to original work, and Chapter II 
contains the most important results. Section 2.2 investigates why
ii
Brown’ s Theorems 2 and 3 f a i l  when c o n d i t io n  (O .l)  i s  w eakened, and 
p ro d u ces  two new r e s u l t s  on convergence  to  m ix tu re s  o f  norm al d i s t r i b u t io n s *  
S e c tio n  2 .3  shows t h a t  i f  we c o n s id e r  th e  random ly normed sums 
V -  Xj r a t h e r  th a n  th e  sums w ith  th e  t r a d i t i o n a l  c o n s ta n t  no rm ing ,
s ” 1 X j, th e n  an in v a r ia n c e  p r in c i p l e  i s  s t i l l  v a l i d .
C hap ter I I I  rem arks t h a t  most o f  th e  r e s u l t s  o f  C hap ter I I  have 
an a lo g u es  fo r  r e v e r s e  m a r t in g a le s .  T h is  p a r a l l e l s  S c o t t 's  e x te n s io n  [36] 
o f  B row n's w ork, and shows th e  d u a l n a tu re  o f  r e v e r s e  m a r t in g a le  th e o ry .
The p ro o fs  a re  v e ry  s im i la r  to  th o s e  in  C hap ter I I ,  and a re  d ism isse d  
a f t e r  some s h o r t  n o te s .
The l a s t  c h a p te r  in  th e  t h e s i s  ta k e s  a lo o k  a t  th e  law  o f  th e  
i t e r a t e d  lo g a r i th m  fo r  (fo rw a rd )  m a r t in g a le s .  Eeyde and S c o tt  [20] 
c o n s id e re d  th e  law  f o r  m a r t in g a le s  w ith  a  c o n s ta n t  no rm ing , and in  th e  
l i g h t  o f  th e  r e s u l t s  o f  C h ap te r I I  we c o n s id e r  i t  w ith  two s o r t s  o f  
random norm ing. We s p e c u la te  on an e x te n s io n  to  r e v e r s e  m a r t in g a le s .
Many o f  th e  r e s u l t s  in  C h ap te rs  I I  and I I I  a re  o b ta in e d  u s in g  an 
ap p ro x im atio n  te c h n iq u e .  B a s ic a l ly ,  th e  re a so n  fo r  i t s  in t r o d u c t io n  i s  
t h i s .  F re q u e n tly  d u r in g  th e  p ro o fs  we d e s i r e  to  app ro x im ate  to  
c o n d i t io n a l  e x p e c ta t io n s  l i k e  E tx ” 1 Y I (A )|G ] by X” 1 E (y |G) I ( A ) ,  
w here X and Y a re  random v a r i a b l e s ,  I(A ) i s  th e  in d i c a to r  fu n c t io n  
o f  th e  s e t  A and G i s  a  a - f i e l d .  Of c o u r s e ,  i t  i s  t r i v i a l  t h a t  i f  
A £ G and X i s  G -m easu rab le ,
E[X~l Y 1(A) IG] = X"1 E(Y|G) 1 (a ) .
I f  A t  G, we may be a b le  to  ap p ro x im ate  A by a s e t  B £ G. O ften  
A = X *(E) w here E i s  a B o re l s e t ,  and so we can t a c k le  th e  p roblem  
by f in d in g  a G -m easurab le  random  v a r ia b le  Z w hich ap p ro x im ate s  X and 
s e t t i n g  B = Z~1(e ) .  Then (h o p e fu lly )
E U “ 1 Y 1(A) |G] 'v E[Z“ 1 Y 1(B) |G]
= z” 1 e (y |g ) i (b )
iii
^  x“ 1 e (y |g ) 1(A).
This argument is extremely simple in concept, but to set it up 
rigorously is a little tedious. We often have to show that if Z is 
sufficiently close to X then
P(|e [x“ 1 Y I(A)|G]-Z“ 1 E(y |G) I(B)| > e) < e.
Probabilities like this are most easily estimated using Chebychev-type 
inequalities, so it may be necessary to prove that a term like that within 
modulus signs, converges to zero in the mean of order 2. A truncation 
argument is usually sufficient to do this, but truncations always 
introduce a rather depressing amount of algebra to the calculations.
iv
NOTATION, DEFINITIONS AND CONVENTIONS
The following basic notation will be adopted throughout this thesis. 
Further notation will be introduced from time to time.
Random variables (rv's) will be denoted by upper case letters 
(X, Xß , Sß) and a-fields by script letters (F, Fn> Gn)• Sets in 
a-fields will be denoted by the letters E, F, G and H. Most of the 
rv's we consider may be supposed defined on a single probability space 
(ft, F, P). If X^,...,Xn are defined on this space, F{X^,...,Xn} will
denote the a-field generated by X^.... X . FQ will stand for the
trivial a-field {(}), ft} and co will denote an element of ft.
If s(X) is statement about the r.v. X (such as "X >_ 0") we 
will write (s(X)} for (o> e ft|s(x(to)) is true}.
In an abuse of notation, "X e G" will mean "X is G-measurable".
ICE) will denote the indicator function of the set E e F; that is,
i (e )(w) 1 if w e E 
0 otherwise.
1(e ) need not be random; thus if s^. , s^ and u are real numbers,
l(s“ 2 s2 < u) En J *” 1 if s 2 s2 < ua J -
0 otherwise.
If X and Y are rv's we will adopt the convention that X"1 Y = co 
whenever X = 0, whatever the value of Y.
All equalities and inequalities between rv's will be thought of as 
holding in the almost sure (a.s.) sense, with respect to the measure P.
N(0, s2) will denote a random variable having the normal distributioi 
with mean zero and variance s2, while W(u) (u >_ 0) will stand for a 
standard Brownian motion.
Convergence properties for random variables will be indicated by 
p a.s.•£, *->*, and , meaning respectively convergence in probability,
Va lm ost s u re  co n v erg en ce ,  convergence  in  t h e  mean o f  o rd e r  1 and convergence
in  d i s t r i b u t i o n .  The r v ' s  X w i l l  be s a i d  t o  be ”o ( l )  in  p r o b a b i l i t y ” 
p
i f  X -► 0 as n -► 00. Weak convergence  o f  m easures w i l l  be  den o ted
v
by *►.
C [ 0 , l ]  w i l l  s t a n d  f o r  t h e  m e tr ic  space  o f  c o n t in u o u s  fu n c t io n s  on 
th e  i n t e r v a l  [0 ,  l ] ,  w i th  th e  u n ifo rm  m e tr ic
p ( x ,  y) = sup I x ( t ) - y ( t ) | . 
t  e [ 0 ,1 ]
D [ 0 , l ]  w i l l  r e p r e s e n t  t h e  space  o f  f u n c t io n s  on [ 0 ,1 ]  vrhich a r e  r i g h t -  
co n t in u o u s  and have l e f t - h a n d  l i m i t s , and we w i l l  always g iv e  D t h e  
u n ifo rm  m e t r i c .
The end o f  th e  p ro o f  o f  a lemma, p r o p o s i t i o n ,  theo rem  o r  c o r o l l a r y  
w i l l  be i n d i c a t e d  by th e  symbol
I n  C hap ter  I I ,  { (S ^ ,  ^ den o te  a ze ro -m ean , square-
i n t e g r a b l e  m a r t in g a le  on (ft, F, P ) .  T hat i s ,  f o r  each n ,
( i ) F C Fn — j
( i i ) E ( S p
( i i i ) E(Sn+l
We w i l l  d e f in e
n+1
c = s  -  S _ (S = 0 ) ,  n n n -1  0 *
s 2 = E (S2 ) = Z E(X2 ) ,  and n n x j
E(X*| F.  , ) .  
n 2_ J J - l
Neveu [2 9 ] i n t r o d u c e s  t h e  r v  v i a  Doob’s d eco m p o si t io n
( [ l 4 ] ,  p .  29T) o f  th e  s u b m a r t in g a le  { (S2 , ^ )} , We can w r i t e
S = M + A n n n
where ((M , F )}_ i s  a  m a r t in g a l e  and {A i s  an in c r e a s in g  n* n 1 n 1
vi
sequence of non-negative rv’s. This decomposition is uniquely determined 
a.s. by
A - “A n+1 n E(Sn+l|FJ-S*' n n E[(S ..-S )21 F ]n+1 n 1 n
and so A = V2 .n n
00{X >i will be known as a martingale difference sequence. It has 
the property
E(X IF ,) = 0. n1 n-1
Let us state here an elementary result which will be used repeatedly 
in Chapter II:
If {(Sj, F^)}^ is a martingale and 
xj = sj - sj-i* J = 1>2....Q (s0 = o),
then
E(S*) = E[E E(X2|f )]. n  1  y J - l
In Chapter III, {(S^, ^n^l denote a zero-mean, square-
integrable reverse martingale on (ft, F, p). That is, for each n,
(i) ( F ^>)F ^  F and S e F ,—  n —  n+1 n n
(ii) E(S*) < “ and E(Sn ) = 0,
(iii) E(S ,IF ) = S .n-1 n n
Theorem *+.2, Chapter VII of Dcob [lU] gives us 
Sn E t s j F j  = X say, as n + °°,
CO
where F^ = n F and X does not depend on m. X is F -measurable 00 i n * n
for each n, and so {(S -X,F )}°? is a reverse MG. Hence there is * n * n 1
no loss of generality in supposing that X = 0 a.s..
X = S - S _ , n n n+1*
s* = E(S*) “ Z E(X*), and 
n “
In this case, define
V l l
Vn = “ (XjlFj+l>-
00{X^}^ is a reverse martingale difference sequence, and has the 
property
e (x If J  =o.n' n+1
Note that if {(S , F )}.. is a reverse MG then {(S , F )}-1n n 1 -n —n -°°
is an MG.
CHAPTER I
A SURVEY OF MARTIUGALE CENTRAL LIMIT THEORY
1.1 Introduction
In this chapter we will sketch the development of martingale central 
limit theory, starting with the work of L£vy in 1935. We will relate 
the various early and contemporary results and indicate some areas to 
which it has so far proved difficult to extend them. There is as yet 
no unifying theory as there is for sequences of sums of independent 
random variables. Those limit theorems which do exist often apply to 
martingales satisfying conditions which are either uncomfortably strong 
or are difficult to verify in practice.
It will be necessary to state a sequence of theorems without giving 
proofs. The theorems will be quoted in a form which relates them to one 
another and to the work in the following chapters. We will try to 
present a common notation throughout the discussion, even to the point 
where it conflicts with the notation of other writers.
1.2 Generalising the Independence Case
A reasonably complete answer to the question of asymptotic normality 
of sums of independent, square-integraole rv's was given by Lindeberg 
and Feller (see for example Chung [12], Theorem 7.2.1):
Theorem 1.1 [Lindeberg-Felier]. If is a sequence of independent,
square-integrable rv's with zero means and if and
s* = E(S^), then the following two conditions are equivalent:
n
(l.l) for all e > 0, s~2 2 E[XJ I( IX I > es )] + 0,
J J **
and(1.2)
2Their result was extended to a functional central limit theorem 
by Prokhorov [33].
One direction in which we might seek to extend Theorem 1.1 is to
relax the condition of independence. There are many alternative conditions
we may impose, such as exchangeability, various types of mixing, and
m-dependence. Billingsley [T]f Chapter k9 contains limit theorems for
the first two kinds of dependence, while Theorem 7.3.1 of Chung [12] is
a result for uniformly bounded rn-dependent rv's. Bergstrom [3] has used
a comparison method to prove several central limit theorems for various
kinds cf dependence. This method is outlined in Loeve [26] (p. 375) and
is based on comparing partial sums
n
S = Z X, (m < n)
E * n  m + i  J
of dependent variables with partial sums
n
S' = Z X! (m < n) 
m * n  m + i  j
of independent normal variables.
Perhaps the most attractive dependence condition is the martingale 
property, for it is basically just a first moment condition and hence is 
quite easy to work with and relatively simple to verify in practice. 
Moreover, results for other types of dependence can often be obtained 
from martingale results - see for example Scott [35].
1.3 The Work of L6vy
The word '’martingale’1 was first introduced to mathematics by Jean
Ville [4l] in 1939» and he and Paul Levy were the first to study such
processes in general. In the mid 1930's Levy [22], [23] and [2U]
provided the first martingale central limit theorems. He also introduced
the "conditional variance" for martingales, 
n
V2n = 1 E O ^ F . - P ,
3which seems t o  p la y  an im p o r ta n t  r o l e  i n  modern m a r t in g a le  l i m i t  t h e o r y .  
H is e a r l y  r e s u l t s  r e q u i r e d  t h e  s t r o n g  assum ption  t h a t  f o r  each n ,
V2 i s  a . s .  c o n s t a n t ,  and t h i s  a ssum ption  r e c u r s  even in  contem porary  
work -  see  f o r  example Csörgö [1 3 ] .  Many o f  Levy’s r e s u l t s  r e q u i r e  some 
s o r t  o f  boundedness c o n d i t i o n .  The theorem  we quo te  h e re  i s  e q u iv a le n t  
t o  h i s  Theorem 6J.3 ,  p . 2 46 o f  [2U], and i s  n o t  u n l ik e  a r e c e n t  r e s u l t  
due t o  D rogin [1 5  3•
Theorem 1 .2  [Levy],  Suppose {X i s  a sequence o f  s q u a r e - i n t e g r a b l e  
r v ' s  f o r  w hich
E (X JX X..........= 0 ,  n = 1 , 2 , . . .  (Xq = 0 ) ,
n
V* = £ E (X ^ IX ^ , . . . ,Xq d iv e rg e s  a . s . ,
- .. oo
and f o r  some i n c r e a s i n g  sequence o f  p o s i t i v e  c o n s ta n t s  {B^}^,
|X I < B , n = 1 , 2 , . . . ,  and V-1 B a , + ’ 0 .1 n ‘ — n » » » n n
For t  > 0 d e f in e
& (t)  = in f{ j |V *  >_ t } , and
s(t) = Y XJ + \ ( t )
where
0 < ct  < 1 and  c* V*( t )  + ( l - o * )  V * ^  = t .
Then
U V
t  S ( t )  -+ H ( 0 , l )  as  t  -* «>.
Levy’s p ro o f  i s  v e ry  s t r a i g h t f o r w a r d ,  i n  t h a t  he u se s  p r o b a b i l i s t i c  
t e c h n iq u e s  t o  e s t im a te  d i r e c t l y  t h e  e r r o r
|p ( t~ " 2S ( t )  x) -  f  exp (- lix2 )dx| .
_oo
Of c o u r s e ,  i f  V2 i s  a . s .  c o n s ta n t  ( i . e .  V2 = s 2 a . s . )  we can * n n n
r 2 \  00l e t  t  ** 00 a long  t h e  sequence  and d e r iv e  as a  c o r o l l a r y  t o
Theorem 1 . 2 ,
4- i  V ,V n Sn -> N(0,l);
compare this with our Theorem 2,3.
The next major advance in martingale theory subsequent to the 
work of Levy was the appearance in 1953 of Doob’s classic "Stochastic 
Processes" [lU]. He mentions Levy’s Theorem 67.1 of [2^] and sketches 
a characteristic function proof, remarking that "the central limit 
theorem is applicable to martingales much as it is to sums of mutually 
independent random variables". However, little was published to enlarge 
upon this statement until the early 1960’s,
1.4 Martingales with Stationär:/* Ergodic Differences
Billingsley [6] in 1961, and independently Ibragimov [21] in 1963, 
provided proofs that the central limit theorem applies to square-integrable 
martingales with stationary, ergodic differences. Each acknowledges a 
debt to the work of Levy although both tackle the problem via the 
convergence of characteristic functions. We state their result as 
Theorem 1.3.
Theorem 1.3 [Billingsley; Ibragimov], If is a stationary,
ergodic sequence of square-integrable rv's satisfying
E(XjX1 ,...,Xn_1) = 0, n = 1,2,... (XQ =0),
and if S = x!?X, and a2 = E(X*), then n 1 j 1 *
(ro2)"^ Sn + 11(0,1).
Following Levy in Theorem 1.2, Billingsley proves first that 
t~2 S(t) -*■ N(0,1).
To do this he uses the comparison method. In the notation of Theorem 
1.2, define
5Xj(t) =
XJ
i f j < H t )
°t XJ
i f j = £(t)
0 i f j > Ä(t),
5j2 ( t )  = i f j < A(t)
2
c t E(X1 !fJ-1) i f
j — L(t)
0 i f j > &(t) and
n
S (t) = £ X.(t) +
n 1 J
00
z Y j *n+1 J J
n = 0 ,1 ,2 , . , ,  j
C » w
where lY ^)^  i s  a sequence o f  in d e p en d en t  N ( 0 , l )  v a r i a b l e s ,  in d e p e n d e n t
OO
o f  th e  sequence  (x  }^. S ^ ( t )  has  t h e  norm al d i s t r i b u t i o n  w i th  mean
zero  and v a r i a n c e  t ,  and
|E e x p C is t -  ^ S ( t ) )  -  e x p ( - ^ s 2 ) |  =
OO
= | e Z [ e x p ( i s t " ^  SQ( t ) )  -  e x p ( i s t " ^  ^ ( t ) ) ] |
oo ^
^  2 |z [ e x p ( i s t * ^  Sn ( t ) )  -  e x p ( i s t " ^  ^ ( t ) ) ] | .
(The i n f i n i t e  sum in  t h e  e x p r e s s io n  p r e c e d in g  th e  i n e q u a l i t y  h a s ,  w i th  
p r o b a b i l i t y  1 ,  o n ly  a  f i n i t e  number o f  n o n -z e ro  t e r m s . )
B i l l i n g s l e y  shows t h a t  t h e  l a s t - w r i t t e n  sum converges  t o  z e ro  as 
n 00, and t h e  p ro o f  o f  Theorem 1 .3  i s  com ple ted  by showing t h a t
n“^ | s n -  S ( n a 2 )I $  0 .
Ib ra g im o v ’ s p ro o f  aces  n o t  a p p e a l  d i r e c t l y  t o  t h e  work o f  Levy, 
b u t  l i k e  B i l l i n g s l e y  he u se s  t h e  com parison method. I f  ( y^}^  a r e
r i 00in d e p e n d e n t  N ( 0 , l )  v a r i a b l e s  in d e p e n d e n t  o f  IX^j ^ and i f  we d e f in e
n
T , ( n )  = S + E Y f o r  j  < n 
J J k = J+ l  k
th e n  in  th e  case  o -  1
|E e x p ( i t n  S ) -  e x p (- i^ t2 ) |  = 
n .
= I Z E [e x p ( i tn " ~ 2 T . ( n ) ) -  e x p ( i t n  2 T. -, (n ))  ] | . 
j = l  J J
6Using techniques of Bernstein [b] and [5], Ibragimov proves that the 
telescoping sum on the RKS can be made small.
In 1967 Ros6n ([3^3, Theorem *0 provided a central limit theorem 
for triangular arrays of dependent variables satisfying several asymptotic 
moment conditions, and specialised this to obtain Theorem 1.3. His 
work contains an interesting technique which is worth mentioning here.
He first proves Theorem 1.3 in the case where the X^ have a continuous 
distribution; this allows him to truncate the X above and below zero, 
obtaining new variables X^ which continue to satisfy E(X^) = 0 
and for which E(x^)2 = (l-e)ö2. Such variables satisfy his moment 
conditions and the theorem is proved in the continuous case. He then 
remarks that if ^ is any sequence cf independent N(0,l) variables,
independent of the sequence {x^}^, then (x^ +Z^ )-, is a continuous 
stationary ergodic martingale difference sequence with respect to the
sequence of a-fields F(x^,...,X , Z^,...,!^}, n = 1,2,..., and hence 
l n V
n E(X.+Z ) + N(0,crz+l).1 J o
Theorem 1.3 follows immediately.
In his Theorems D and E Rosdn provides sufficient conditions to 
extend his central limit theorem to a functional limit theorem in C[o,l]. 
He applies these to generalise Theorem 1.3 in the case where jx^ j is 
uniformly bounded.
In 1968 Billingsley [7] gave a final answer in the case of a 
stationary ergodic difference sequence, extending Theorem 1.4 to a 
functional central limit theorem in D[0,l].
1.5 Reverse Martingales
Theorem 1.3 inspired Loynes [27] to prove an analogous result for 
reverse martingales. In the case of a forward martingale with stationary, 
ergodic differences, the ergodic theorem gives us
7n"1 S a*+* E(S ) • n 1
On the other hand, if {(S^, Fn)}^ is a reverse martingale and
OO
F~ “ l Fn* then
Sn a-5- ECsjFj.
These similarities indicate that ve might seek a central limit theorem 
for reverse martingales. In Theorem 1.4 we quote a special case of 
Loynes' Theorem 1.
Theorem 1.4 [Loynes]. Suppose {(S^jF^)}^ is a square-integrable 
reverse martingale for which 0 a.s.. Define
Xn = Sn-Sn+l> n = 1*2 - " *
E(Sp = Z E(Xp, and
(1.3) “ 2 »»2 a.s. - ,s V 1, andn n *
(1.4) for all c > 0, s”2 EE[x! l( |x | > Gsn) |Fj+1] a’^ * °»n o J J
then
sn ‘ Sn -n(0,l).
Loynes' proof is modelled on that of Billingsley [6].
A later paper of Loynes [28] extended this result to a functional
central limit theorem, showing that if £ is the random function
obtained by linearly interpolating between the points
...,(s“2 s2 »s"1 S J.0),(s“2 s2 s-'s ),(l,s'”1 S ), n = 1,2,. * n n+2' n n+2 * n n+1 n n+1 n n
if and P are the measures induced on c[0,l] by £n and a
Brownian motion respectively, and if (1.3) and (1.4) hold, then
P + P  in C[0,1],n *
eIn the same paper Loynes provided a useful tool in the study of
r -400martingale convergence• In general, if {Q }, is a sequence of 
measures on C[0,l] or D[0,l] and P is the measure induced by 
Brownian motion, to prove that
Qn - P
it is necessary to prove both that the finite distributions of Qn 
converge to those of P and that. is tight. However, if
{(S^, F^ )}°^  is a forward or reverse MG and is obtained by
interpolating between the points (s”2 s* , s”1 ) in the natural
way, then the measures induced by the converge to P if the finite
dimensional distributions converge. Loynes' proofs are based on the 
sufficient condition for tightness given in Theorem 15.5 of Billingsley [j].
More recently Scott [36] has used this result to show that the 
conclusion of Loynes* functional central limit theorem remains true if 
the almost sure convergence in (1.3) and (1.4) is weakened to convergence 
in probability. To prove that the finite dimensional distributions 
converge, Scott adjusts the proof of Theorem 2 of Brown [9] to the case 
of reverse martingales.
In Chapter III we will show that Loynes' work can be extended 
even further.
1.6 Generalising Billingsley's Theorem
Theorem 1.4 suggests a generalisation of Theorem 1.3 to forward 
martingales satisfying a Lindeberg-type condition and s^2 -> 1 (the
convergence being in a sense to be determined). Historically this is 
reminiscent of Lindeberg's extension [23] of the central limit theorem 
for independent, identically distributed random variables.
In 1971 Brown [9] published a proof that the central limit theorem 
applies to martingales satisfying s”2 V* +  1 and a Lindeberg condition.
9His techniques are dravn from Billingsley’s proof of Theorem 1.3, and ve 
rely heavily on them to produce the results in Chapters II and III. He 
first proves the convergence of the finite distributions and then obtains 
tightness using properties of the normal distribution.
Brown's Theorems 2 and 3 are combined here as Theorem 1,5.
Theorem 1.5 [Brown]. Suppose {(S^, n^) i s  a zero-mean, square- 
integrable MG and define
X = S - S ., n = 1,2,... (S. = 0),n n n-1 0
s2 = E(S2) = £ B (X2) andn n 1 j
n
1-
Let be the random function obtained by linearly interpolating
between the points
(0,0), (s~2 s*, s’ 1 S1), (s"2 s|, s’1 S2),..,(l,s;1 Sn), n = 1,2....
and let P and P be the measures induced on C[0,l] by £ and n n
a Brownian motion, respectively.
If
^  _-2 „2 P
l(lXjl > esn)|FJ-l] S °'
strongly resembles a result 
This is stated for variables 
satisfying a slightly weaker first moment condition than is required 
by the martingale definition.
In Chapter II we will study the behaviour of s^1 3^ (and V^ 1 S^) 
when condition (1.5) is relaxed to
\ -L • J  J ö V -i- § CHI Lin n
- 2  n  ?(1.6) for all e > 0, s Z E[xi
n 1 J
then
wP -*■ P. n
The corollary that s^ 1 -> ll(0,l)
given in Theorem 2.2 of Dvoretzky [l6 ].
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“ 2 ,r2 ^ 2S V* -> n ,n n 1 *
where ri2 is a random variable.
Scott [35] showed that Theorem 1.5 could be proved using the 
Skorokhod representation, and restated the result in D[0,l] rather 
than C[0,l]. He also showed that conditions (1.5) and (1.6) are 
jointly equivalent to several other pairs of conditions. In fact they 
are equivalent to the apparently stronger conditions
s“2 V2 i 1, andn n *
for all e > 0, s"2 Z E[X2 l(|x | > es )] -* 0.
n 2 J ^
The importance of the Skorokhod representation for martingales 
(Theorem U.3 of Strassen [Uo]) is that it allows us to ”embed" the 
martingale in a Brownian motion. Instead of working with the sequence
(s“ 1 S , ••*,s"‘ S )n 1 n n
- 1
we consider the more pertinent sequence
n
(W(T (n)),...,W(Z T (n)))1 J
where W(t) is a Brownian motion and T^(n),... ,Tn (n) are non-negative 
stopping times. The existence of the representation provides a direct 
tie between martingale theory and the theory for sums of independent 
random variables, for which Skorokhod first established his representation.
There is as yet no Skorokhod representation for reverse martingales.
It has been postulated (Loynes [28]) that if {(S^, F ^ ) i s  a reverse 
martingale with
F — F(s ,Sn n* n+1* *
then there exists a probability space on which are defined a Brownian 
motion W and a sequence of non-negative stopping times (T^)^ such 
that for any sequence of integers
0 < ni < ... <
11
00 00
(W(E T.) »• • • *W(E T .))
has the same distribution as
(Sn1» • ••I
Brown and Eagleson [11] have generalised the corollary to
Theorem 1.5»
to obtain a result on convergence to infinitely divisible distributions. 
Their result parallels the extension of Theorem 1.1 to a limit theorem 
for infinitely divisible lavs,
l.T necessary and Sufficient Conditions
A disappointing aspect of all the martingale limit theorems described 
so far is that they contain only sufficient conditions for the convergence 
of normed martingales to a limit law. It is tempting to try to extend 
the necessity part of Theorem 1.1 to sequences of martingales, but 
unfortunately any attempt to generalise the classical proofs seems to 
founder at some stage. However, several "necessary and sufficient" 
results are known.
Brown has obtained two conditions which are equivalent to the 
Lindeberg condition, (1.6). One is directly comparable with (1.2)
(they are equivalent under the assumption of independence) but the other 
has no predecessor in the independence case. We combine Theorem 1 of 
[9] and a version of Theorem 2 of [lO] as our Theorem 1.6.
Theorem 1.6 [Brown]. Adopt the notation and definitions of Theorem 
1.5, and let
n
fn(t) = II E [exp(its~1 Xj )|Fj_1].
11
If (r ^,.•.»rnn) is an7 randomly chosen permutation of the integers 
(l,...,n), define
Y _ X , j 1,.. • ,n I n j r * ° * * *nj
and define the random function n by'n
r| (u) = s’*1 Z Y , for each ue[0,l], 
n n j=l
Let Q, and P be the measures induced on D[0,l] by n and a n 1 n
Brownian motion, respectively. If condition (1.5) holds, then
(1.6) is equivalent to each of the following conditions:
(1.7) (i) for all t, f(t) 5 exp(-%t2) and
-2 max
[nu]
(1.8) Q -> P. n
Brown proves the equivalence of (1.6) and (1.8) as a corollary
to a more general result which applies to triangular arrays of rv*s
which are exchangeable in each row. (A set of rv’s { , . . . , X^} is
said to be exchangeable if for each (fixed) permutation (r^,...,r^)
of (l,...,n)f (X ,...,X ) has the same distribution as (X,,...,X).)rl rn ± n
The set of rv's (y n,...,Y } defined in Theorem 1.6 is exchangeable,nl nn
and Brown's theorem follows almost immediately from his earlier result.
Drogin [15] has also provided a "necessary and sufficient" result. 
His has the drawback that it applies only to a random subsequence of 
a normed martingale, and hence it is not easy to compare it with the 
previous results. Adler [2] has shown that if we alter the definition 
of the process then the subsequence can be made nonrandom, but 
■unfortunately it appears that in doing this wTe lose the necessity part 
of the result. Basically what Drogin does is to choose a subsequence 
of {S }“ so that the corresponding subsequence of {V^}^ behaves like
13
00 r w
{n}^. A d le r  chooses  a subsequence  o f  iS ^ J^  so t h a t  t h e  subsequence
r 2  "i00 r 1 00
o f  i s  / ,  behaves  l i k e  i n / , • n 1 1
We quo te  a p o r t i o n  o f  D ro g in ’s Theorem 1 as our Theorem 1 .7 :
Theorem 1 .7  [D ro g in ] .  Adopt th e  n o t a t i o n  and d e f i n i t i o n s  o f  Theorem 
1 . 5 ,  and d e f in e
T = i n f  {jIV* > n ) .  n j  —
Let be t h e  random f u n c t io n  o b ta in e d  by l i n e a r l y  i n t e r p o l a t i n g
betw een th e  p o in t s
( 0 , 0 ) ,  (n-1 V*. n S1 ) ,  (n -1 v | ,  n'*5 S g ) , . . . ,
and r e s t r i c t  L t o  t h e  i n t e r v a l  [ 0 , 1 ] .  L e t R and P n * n
m easures induced  on C [ 0 , l ]  by ^  and a Brownian m o tion ,
C o n d it io n s  ( 1 .9 )  and (1 .1 0 )  a r e  e q u i v a l e n t :
Tn L
( 1 .9 )  f o r  a l l  e > 0 ,  n” 1 Z X* l(X* > ne) + 0  as
J J
(1 .1 0 )  R 2  P andn
be th e
r e s p e c t i v e l y .
n
- 1n V2Tn
D ro g in ’s p ro o f  i s  b a sed  on an in v a r i a n c e  p r i n c i p l e  in  which th e  
exem plary  d i s t r i b u t i o n  i s  t h a t  o f  t h e  number o f  heads  in  a f a i r  c o in ­
t o s s i n g  e x p e r im e n t .  I t  does n o t  in v o lv e  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  f u n c t io n s  o r  
th e  Skorokhod r e p r e s e n t a t i o n .
U n f o r tu n a te ly  a l l  o f  t h e s e  r e s u l t s  m iss t h e  e s s e n t i a l  c h a r a c t e r
o f  th e  n e c e s s i t y  h a l f  o f  Theorem 1 .1 .  In  each  case  th e  "convergence  to
n o rm a l i ty  p a r t "  o f  th e  n e c e s s a r y  c o n d i t io n  i s  a l i t t l e  s t r o n g e r  th a n  
— 1 9  . v
j u s t  s S N (0 ,1 )  o r  P -* PTT. I t  i s  s t i l l  n o t  c l e a r  what form a 0 n n * n W
more b a s i c  n e c e s s a ry  and s u f f i c i e n t  c o n d i t io n  sh o u ld  t a k e .
1.8 Removing Uniform Asymptotic negligibility
Let us pause for a moment and return to the independence case and 
Theorem 1.1. By considering sequences of independent normal variables 
it is easy to construct examples for which the uniform asymptotic 
negligibility condition (1.2) (ii) is not satisfied but (1.2) (i) is 
true. Just how ’’close" is (l.l) to being necessary for (1.2) (i)?
Levy [2b] considered this sort of problem and suggested that a 
necessary and sufficient condition for (1.2) (i) might take the 
following form:
(i) Each non-negligible summand is almost normal, and
(ii) the largest of the individually negligible summands is 
negligible itself.
In I96T Zolotarev [1+2] provided a precise formulation of these ideas:
Theorem 1.8 [Zolotarev], Adopt the notation and definitions of Theorem
1.1 and let ö2. = s”2 E(X2). Let F F , $ . and $ denote the n j n j nj n nj
distribution functions of s 1 X., s”1 S , N(0,a2 ) and H(0,l)n j * n n * * nj
respectively, and let L(F,G) represent the Levy distance between the 
distribution functions F and G.
Conditions (l.ll) and (1.12) are equivalent:
(1.11) (i) a = S^P L(F ., $ .) -*• 0, andn j<n nj nj
(ii) for all e > 0, s”2 Z E[X2 l(|x.| > £s )] -> 0,* n L j 1 j1 n *
^n
where U is the set of indices n
u n  =  (J <  n l < j  <
(1.12) L(Fn ,<*>) 0.
Once again we might try to extend Theorem 1.8 by relaxing the 
independence condition. Following on from some work of Adler [l], Scott
1?
[37] has provided the following result. We quote a special case of 
his main Theorem:
Theorem 1.9 [Scott]. Adopt the notation and definitions of Theorem
1.5 and let o 2 . = s~2 E(X2) and $ . denote the distribution function nj n j nj
of N(0, ), Consider the following two conditions:
(1,13) There exists a sequence of positive numbers {y^}^ converging
to zero such that if
U = (j < nlo n w —  1
sup sup 
“n J«;un , xe2
d<n
and
Xj - $njCx)l
then
- 1 3/4Yn an * 0; and
(l.l4) s"2 Z [e (X2|'F. -,) -E(X2) ] £ o and
11 JÄJn, J J~ J
J<n
for all e > 0, s”2 Z E[X2 l( [X . [ > es )|F. ] £ 0.n jeu J J Jw n
If (1.13) and (l.lU) hold then
-1 P  ,s* S N(0,1 . n n
Theorem 1.9 contains the one-dimensional central limit corollary
to Theorem 1.5 (to show this set y = (l + — ) a2 .) and then n j<n nj
sufficiency part of Zolotarev’s results. In the absence of asymptotic
— 2 2negligibility it will not necessarily be true that s^ s n ** 1 and 
hence it will not always be possible to obtain a functional central 
limit theorem under conditions (1.13) and (l.lU).
lb
1.9 Rates of Convergence 
r i“3If are independent rv's, the rate of convergence of
s“1 to normality is neatly determined by the Berry-Esseen bound.
When the X^ are independently and identically distributed with finite 
third moment and variance o , the bound implies
°^p |p(Sn <" Ov'ri x) - ^(x) I = 0(n~^) as n ■+ 00.
Keyde and Brown [19] have provided an analogous result for martingales 
satisfying two asymptotic moment conditions. They have obtained bounds for
SUp|p(S < s x) - $(x)| x n —  n
based on universal constants and 2(l+6)-order moments (0 < 6 <_ l).
When the are independent and identically distributed with
2(1+6)~order moments and variance o 2 # Heyde and Brown’s Theorem 
gives us
SxP lP(Sn -  0V^  x) “ = 0(n’6/^ 26+1 )^
which is not quite so precise as the Berry-Esseen bound.
In this brief survey we have emphasized the parallel development 
of martingale central limit theory and central limit theory for sums of 
independent random variables. In the past the independence theory has 
been used to indicate possible directions for future martingale 
research. However, several important independence results do not hold 
for martingales, The object of the remaining chapters of this thesis 
is to investigate the behaviour of martingales whose differences obey 
conditions which are not characteristic of independent variables.
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CHAPTER II
SOME WEAK CONVERGENCE RESULTS FOR FORWARD MARTINGALES
2.1 Introduction and Summary
Let {(S ,F )}^ be a zero-mean, square-integrable MG, and 
define
X = S -S , (S = 0) ,n n n-1 v o ' *
s2 = E(S2) andn n'
V2 = I E(X2 IF. _) . 
n 1 J J"1
Most central limit theorems for MG’s imitate limit theorems for
sums of independent rv's, in the sense that they describe the asymptotic 
-1 _2 2behaviour of s^ S^. They require that s^ converges to 1 in some
sense; see for example condition (1) of Brown [9]. This often holds
00trivially for sums of independent rv's, for when {X^}^ are independent
2 2and F = F{X,,...,X } we have V = s a.s.. However, it frequently n 1* n n n * n J
does not hold for MG sequences.
00The question arises as to how {S^}^ behaves under milder conditions,
such as s^V^ where q2 is an rv. There appears to be little
published work on the subject of weak convergence under conditions like
this. Heyde [18] has given a central limit theorem for randomly normed
estimators of parameters in a branching process. Eagleson [17] has 
-“2 2a#S#2proved that if s^ Vp -> q where q is an a.s. positive,
F^-measurable rv and if the MG differences X^ satisfy Lindeberg and
-1 V 2boundedness conditions, then s S -> N(0,q ) where q and N(0,1)n n
are independent.
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The work in this chapter begins with a reappraisal of Eagleson's 
result on convergence to mixtures of normal laws. Theorem 2.1 is a 
generalisation, and is given a classical characteristic function proof..
The theorem could have been stated for triangular arrays of MG 
differences, but in its present form it leads more naturally to 
Theorems 2.2 and 2.3. It is interesting to note that convergence in 
probability in Theorem 2.1 cannot be replaced by convergence in 
distribution; a counter-example appears in Dvoretzky [16].
In Theorem 2.2 we extend Theorem 2.1 to a functional weak
convergence result. Unfortunately to do this we have to strengthen 
-2 2 P 2 -2J2a,S*2s V -> n to s v n . It has not been possible to obtain eithern n n n
the convergence of finite distributions or tightness without the stronger 
condition.
Section 2.3 contains the most important work in this chapter.
Proposition 2.1 extends some results in Theorem 1 of Scott [36], and
Proposition 2.2 relates the Lindeberg condition of previous authors to
our own, (2.23). Next we introduce a "measurability condition", (2.24),
which describes how "close" the rv's are to being measurable in
smaller a-fields than F .n-1
From Theorem 2.1 the question arises as to whether
-1 -1 ^ 2 ^
Sn/Vn = (sn Sn)/(sn V ** N<°,n )/n = N(0,1) .
Theorem 2.3 answers this question in a slightly more general context and 
resembles Theorems 2 and 3 of Brown [9]. A specialised answer is given in
Cothe corollary, which also considers the case where {X^}^ -*-s a
stationary sequence.
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2 .2  Convergence to  M ix tu re s  o f  Normal Laws 
For u e [0 ,1 ]  d e f in e
2 2k = k ( n ,u )  = max{j <_ n|s_. u s^} and
s n - 4 ) ( s k+r s k ) " \ +d
so t h a t  i s  o b ta in e d  by l i n e a r l y  i n t e r p o l a t i n g  between th e  p o in t s
o f  th e  sequence
( 0 , 0 ) ,  ( s " 2s ^ , s " 1S ) , ( s " 2s 2 s ' h  )( l , s ~ ^ S  ) . n l n l  n z n z  n n
2
L et be th e  p r o b a b i l i t y  m easure induced  on C [0 ,1 ]  by £n * L et q
be a random v a r i a b l e  on ( f t ,F ,P ) ,  and on some p r o b a b i l i t y  space  d e f in e  a
2 2s ta n d a r d  Brownian m otion W(u) (u > 0) and a copy q^ o f  q , such 
2
t h a t  W and q^ a r e  in d e p e n d e n t .  For u e [0 ,1 ]  l e t
Z(u) = W(q2u)
2
and l e t  P(q ) be th e  m easure induced  on C [0 ,1 ]  by Z.
Theorem 2 .1  I f
(2 .1 )  s_ 2V? S q2 < oo a . sn n and
(2 .2 )  f o r  a l l  e > 0, sr E E[X^ I ( |X^ | > e s n ) | F ^ 1 ] -> 0
th e n
- 1  vs S -> F n n
where F i s  the  d i s t r i b u t i o n  w ith  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  f u n c t io n
f ( t )  = E e x p ( - ~  q2 t 2 )
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Theorem 2.2 If
-2 2 a S 2 s V -> n < 00 a.s. n n(2.3)
and if (2.2) holds, then
Pn + P(n ) •
Before proceeding to the proofs of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2, let us 
give some simple lemmas.
Lemma 2.1 If condition (2.1) holds, then for each e > 0 there exists
2a positive integer m and an F^-measurable (simple) function a 
satisfying
P(|n2~a2 | > e) < e .
Lemma 2.2 [Kolmogorov-Brown]. If {(S^,F_.)}^ is an MG and z > 0 then
max
P(j < n|S I > e) < e”2E(S^)
(Kolmogorov’s inequality), and
max _
P(j n| S_. I > 2z) <_ z
(Brown’s inequality).
IS„IdP{|sj5e}
PROOFS OF RESULTS IN §2.2
Proof of Lemma 2.1 Let F^ be the a-field generated by the field
CO 2VJ F^. Since n is the a.s. limit of a subsequence of the sequence
r —2 2 1 00 r  2is V of F -measurable rv s, then n is measurable in the completion n n 1 00 * r
_ 2of r m. Hence q is a.s. equal to an F^-measurable rv, and so we may
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suppose without loss of generality that n is itself F -measurable
If e > 0 we can choose a simple function
t = E a .I(A.) , 
i 3 3
where each A. e F and a. > 0 ,  such that J 3
P(In2-T2 I > e) < e/2 .
For each j <_ n we can choose a positive integer m_. and a set
B. e F such that 3 m
P(A. A B.) < e/2r,3 3 *
where A denotes the symmetric difference. 
8.1.1 of Chung [12].) Let
(See for example Theorem
I a .I(B . ) x 3 3 and
m = max m, . 
j<r J
2 2 2Then o is F^-measurable, and a = x except possibly on the set
U  (A. A B.)
which has measure less than z/ 2.  
P(In2-o2 I > £ ) < £ .
Hence
A proof of Kolmogorov’s inequality can be found on p. 314 of Doob.
r\
(Note that {(S^,F^) is a sub MG.) A proof of Brown’s inequality
appears in [9].
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Proof of Theorem 2.1 The method of proof is straightforward. We 
2 2approximate to q by an F^-measurable rv a , then approximate to
S by the function n J
s Tn n lX. I(s 2v? < o2+26) , nrt-1 J n J - n = nrfl,m+2 »
and finally we apply a technique of Brown [9] to the sequence
If 6 > 0 choose a positive integer m(6) and a simple function 
2 ro e r as in Lemma 2.1. s.t.IQ
If
For
P( In2-a21 > 6) < 6 .
N is chosen sufficiently large we have for all
P(|s"V-n2| < 6;|n2-o2| < 6;s~2V2 < 6;s_11S |1 n n 1 —  1 1 —  n m —  n 1 m 1
j,r,n > max(m,N) define
n > N,
< 6) > 1-6 .
= Yj (n,6 ,o2) = sn1Xj K s ^  < a2+26) ,
2 nT = T (n,6,o ) = Z Y. and
m+1 3
= U2 (n,6,o2) = Z E(Y2 IF ) .
mfl J J
We wish to show that
|E exp(its^1Sn) - E exp(-yn2t2) I + 0  as n -* °° .
Now,
(2.4) |E exp(its“1Sn) - E exp(-y q 2t2) | £  E | exp (its^S ) - exp(itTn)| +
+ E|exp(itTn) - exp(itTr+^t2U2-|o2t2) I +
+ |E{[exp(itT+|t2U2)-l]exp(-|-o2t2)}| + E| exp (-| o 2t2) - 
“ exp(--|-n2t2) I .
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Since
<
n
L X. 
m+1 ^
I(s~2V2 > g2+26)|
< 6 with probability > 1-6 if n > N , 
then the 1st term on the right hand side of (2.4) can be made 
arbitrarily small by choosing 6 sufficiently small and then n 
sufficiently large. The 2nd term on the right hand side of (2.4) equals
E11-exp y  t2(U2-g2)I
which can be made small in a similar way, since
U2 = s"2 E E(X?IF. ) I(s_2V? < a2+26) < a2+26 
n n nri-1 3 J'1 n 3 -
with probability 1, and
< 36 with probability > 1-6 if n > N.
The last term on the right hand side of (2.4) can also be made small by
1 2choosing 6 small and then n large, since f(x) = exp(-yx ) is 
bounded and uniformly continuous.
Hence it suffices to prove that the 3rd term of (2.4),
An = |E{ [exp(itTn+ Y  t2lT)-ljexp(-"0 2t2) }| ,
converges to zero as n -> 00. To this end, define 
Z. = exp(itTj+ | t 2U2)-exp(itT +|t2u2 x)
“ [eXp(itYj)-exp(-it2E(Y2!Fj_1))] expCitTX^+jtV) 
= Wjexp(itTj_1+-|-t2U^) , say.
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Then
1 9  9 11A = |E{exp(-yc t ) E Z.}| (here it is convenient to define 
n m+1 J
T = U = 0) m m
]E{exp(-~ a2t2) E E(Z.!F._x)}I since oZ is F^-measurable 
m+1 3 3
£  E{exp(- r a 2t2) E |E(Z |F )|} .
m+1 3 3
But
E(ZjlFj-l) = E (Wj |Fj_1).exp(itTj_1+ | t 2U^)
since T. . and U2 are F. ,-measurable, and hence J-l J 3“1
A < E( E exp4-t2 (U2-a2)]|E(W |F )|) . 
m+1 z 3 3 3 i
Since U2 < U2 < c2+26 it suffices to prove that3 ~  n -
E( 1 |E(W |F ) |) 
nri-1 3 3 X
converges to zero as n -*■ °°.
Define Q(x) by e^X = 1+ix--|-x2+ y  x2Q(x) 
and Z(x) by e X = l-x-Z(x).
For real x, | Q(x) | £  min(-jj x| ,2) = M(x) say, and for positive x, 
IZ(x)I £  yx2 .
Then we can write
E(Wj |Fj_1) = l+itE(Yj |F._1) - | t 2E(Y^|Fj_1) + i t ZE[Y^Q(tYj)|Fj_1]1 . 2,
1+1 t2E(Y^ I Fj_1)+Z [ftzE(Y^ I F ^ p  ]1 2 ,
(2.5)
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The 1st and 5th and the 3rd and 6th terns cancel. Since j > m and 
2a is F^-measurable, the 2nd term equals
its“1E(X.|F. .) I(s"2V? < g2+26) = 0 . n j 1 j-1' n j —
Hence it suffices to show that the expectations of the sums of the 
moduli of the 4th and 7th terms in (2.5) converge to zero as n -*■ 00, 
i.e. that
n2E{ ltE[Xj I(sn2vj £  02+26) QCs^tX^Cs^V2 < o2+26))|Fj_1]|}
and Cn E{ l|Z[|t2E(sn2X2 I(s 2V2 £  o2+26)|F )]|}m fl J J J
converge to 0 as n -> 00.
If e > 0 then
B < s”2E{ l E[X? I(s 2V? 
n ~  n nri-1 J n J
1  02+2S) MCs“1 ! tXj J ) I Fj .-lU
<
<
s - B F Z B t X 2 I ( | X j  I < esn) M C s ^ l  tX.. | ) | FJ _ 1 1} +
? 11 ? -1 
+ s E{ Z E [XT I  ( IX. I > es ) M(s I t X . h l F .  . 
n m+1 3 3 n n 3 3"1
T  e 111s ” 2E{ I  X2 }+2E{s " 2 Z E[X2 I ( I X. I > es ) | F 
m+1 3 mfl 3 3 3
] I(s 2V? < o2+26)} n j —
J  I(s_2V? < a2+26) -1J n j —
The 1st term after the last inequality doesn’t exceed ^e 111, and the
2nd term is o(l), since the integrand is o(l) in probability and is
2dominated by the integrable (simple) function (a +26). Hence -> 0 
as n
Since |z(x)| <_ -|x2 , to prove that -> 0 it suffices to prove
that
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D = s 4E{ Z (E(X2|F ))2 I(s~V < o2+26)} -* 0 .
m+1 J J x n J
Now, if e > 0 then
En £ 2 s ‘4E{ Z (E[X2 X(|XJ < es )|F ])2> +m+1 J J n j j.
+ 2E{s'4 Z (E[X2 I(]X I > es )|F ])2 I(s'2V2 < a2+26)} .
m+1 J J n J-L n j -
An application of Jensen’s inequality bounds the 1st term on the right 
hand side by
2s"4E{ Z X4 I(IX 1 < es )} < 2e2s"2E{ Z X?} < 2e2." nrt-1 J 3 ~  n  -  *  ~
The integrand of the 2nd term does not exceed
{s~2 Z Etx2 I(1X I > esn)|F ] I(s"2v2 <_ c2+2<5)}2 m+1 j j j j
h
which -> 0, since it is o(l) in probability and is dominated by
the integrable function (a^+26)^.
Hence -> 0, and the proof is complete. **
Proof of Theorem 2.2 Theorem 2.2 will be proved in two parts. We will
first show (Part I) that the finite distributions of P converge to those 
2of P(n ) and then (Part II) that the sequence of measures {P isn 1
tight (see Billingsley [7], p.54).
To establish Part I we will set up a sequence of lemmas. The most
important of these (Lemma 3) shows that can be approximated by a
00
sequence ^ ^ m f l * from which it is more easy to obtain the conclusions
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of the Theorem. The proof of Part I is then completed using techniques 
due to Brown [9]. Basically, it is an extension of the proof of 
Theorem 2.1.
The proof of Part II is modelled on that of Brown's Theorem 3.
2The result is first obtained in the case E(n ) < 00, and then is 
generalised using a truncation argument.
Proof of Part I : Convergence of finite dimensional distributions
Let 0 < 6 < 1 and choose a positive integer m and an F^-measurable 
2simple function a s.t.
P(In2-a21 > 6) < 6 .
m may be chosen so large that
P(for all n > m, Is 2V2-n2I < 6) > 1-6 .1 n n 1 —
Lemma 1 Under conditions (2.1) and (2.2), we can choose N = N(6) > m 
so large that for all n _> N,
_ max
(2.6) P(snX j £ m[Sj I > S) < & ,
(2.7) P(S;2 > 6) < 6 ,
- max
(2.8) P(s^ j — n lXjl > ^  < ° » and
max
(2.9) P(s"2 j < n E(X2|Fj_1) > 6) < 6 .
Proof of Lemma 1 (2.6) and (2.7) are a consequence of the fact that
(2.2) implies sn "^ °°* Prove (2*8), let c > 0 and write
2p(c) = P(n > c) 0 as c 00 .
Then
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max max
p (sn1 j i  n I Xj I > 6) < P ( Sj2 j < n l !  1 (s„2V^ £  2c) > 62)+p(c)+o(l)
_ ry max 9 9 9 9
p (sn j i n  X‘ I(snV  < 2c; I Xj I > 6sn) > 0+p(c)+o(l)
£ 6 2E{sn2 Z E[xf I<IX. I > 6sn) lFj^] Ks^vf 1 2c) }+p (c)+o(1)
= p(c)+o(l) ,
since the integrand of the expectation in the second-last line is o(l)
- 2tt2
in probability and is bounded by 2c. This is true for all c > 0, and 
(2.8) follows.
To prove (2.9), write
^ ; 2
max 
j 1  n E < x j l Fj-i> > 6) £
max
E I X 2 I(|X.|
T\— r. max
< p ( s ; 2 3 i n an> 1FJ--l]+si;2 i i " E [X2 J I ( lxjl >
■ J ¥ Sn>lFj-d ” 6)
< P(s-2 —  n
max
j 1  n E [ X 2 I(|Xj| * J ¥ -1> > T > >
< P(s"2 —  n
n
Z E [ X  
1
2 KlXjl > ;¥ sn}lFj-l] :
= o(l).
We now introduce a random function which approximates £ . For 
u e [0,1] and n _> N, define
n (u) = s"1 Z X. I(s~2V? < u(a2+26);s"2E(X?|F. J  < 6) . n v n . - j n j -  n j 1 3- V  ~
Lemma 2 Under conditions (2.2) and (2.3), for all n >_ N and for all 
u e [0,1],
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(2.10)
n
- E X .  
m+1 3
1 1
I(s"2V2 < u(a2+26);s”2E(X?|F. .) < <5)|> 263) < 863. n j —  n j 1 j-1 —  1
Proof of Lemma 2 On the set
E = {for all n > m, Is 2V2-n2I < 6} A  {|n2~o2| < 6}1 n n 1 —  ' 1 —
we have for all j in m < j £  n j
I(s_2V2 < u(c2-26)) < I(s”2s2 < u) < I(s”2V? < u(o2+26))n j —  v —  n j — —  n j —  >
and on
_ max
F = { s Z j < n E  
we have for any event A and any j £  n >
1(A) = I(A;s~2E(X2 |F ) < 6) .
Hence on E O F ,  the term within modulus signs in (2.10) does not exceed
max
s
|e X.1 i I(u(a2-26) < s 2V? < u(a2+26);s~2E(X2|F. .) < 6)1 n j —  n j 3-1 “m<r£s£n r J
: max
m<r£n
r
E X. 
m+l J
I(u(a2-26) < s_2V2 < u(a2+26);s”2E(X?|F. ) < 6) |n j —  n j 1 j-l -  1
1 max 
m<r<n lsnMrl
, say.
Applying Kolmogorov's inequality to the MG we obtain
1
P( max IM j > 63) £  
m<r<n
£  6 3 E{sn2 E E (xf I Fj_1) I(u(aZ-26) < s“ZVZ £  u(aZ+26) ;snZE(Xz| F_._x) £  <5)>- 2tt2 -2„ ,„2
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2
< 6 3 E{u ( o2+ 2 5 ) - u ( ö2-26)+6}
1
<_ 56~3 .
S ince  P(E n  F) > 1 -36 ,  the  r e s u l t  f o l l o w s .
Lemma 3 Under c o n d i t i o n s  (2 .2 )  and ( 2 . 3 ) ,  f o r  a l l  n _> N and f o r  
a l l  u e [ 0 , 1 ] ,
p(Un(u)“V u)l > 45 } < 106 *
P roo f  o f  Lemma 3 j £n (u)-r in (u) |
Is 1 E X. I ( s  Zs f  < u ) - s  1 E X. I ( s  Zvf  < u ( a Z+ 2 6 ) ; s  ZE(XZ |F .  J  < 6) + n 1 j  n j  — n ^ J n j  — n j  j - 1  —
- 1 , 2 2 v , 2 2 , - 1
-2  2 -1 - 2tt2 - 2„,„2
+ s n (uSn " Sk ) ( s k + l " Sk) -  W
< s max S . + s max X . +— n 1 j  1 n 1 j  1J<m J J<n
- 1
+ s X| E X I ( s  V  < u ) -  E X K s V  < u ( a Z+ 2 6 ) ; s ^ E ( X ^ | F  ) < 6) |
m+1 J J m+1 J J J J
-2  2 - 2tt2 - 2„  ,„2
< Ö+6+263 w ith  p r o b a b i l i t y  > 1 - 6 - 6 - 8 6 3 > 1 -1063 , 
u s i n g  Lemmas 1 and 2.
Now we must i n t r o d u c e  some more n o t a t i o n .  Suppose
0 = u < U-, < . . .  < u < 1 .  o 1 p —
Let  t ^ , . t  be r e a l  numbers and d e f i n e  
P
2 2 P 2
“ = n I (W i )t:k >
ß2 = a 2 E (V V i ) t 2 ,
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t  = m a x | t k | ,
0j -  i  t k I (uk-1^°/+26) < sn2yj -  uk ( a ‘+2S );snzE(X*|Fj _1) £  s ~> • 
and f o r  j  >_ N and n >_ r  N,
- 2„,„2
y . = s ^-e.x. , 
J n J J
T = E Y. , and 
r  m+1 J
U2 = E E(Y2 IF. - )  . 
r «J.1 3 1 J - l
). i s  an F. . -m e a s u r a b l e  r v  and I0.1 does n o t  exceed 
J 3 -1  1 J 1
-2  2 2t I ( s  v: < 0 +26) .  n j  —
We n o te  t h a t  f o r  a l l  k ,
W - V V - l 5 = s n \  F Xj  I ( ' \ - l (a2+26) < Sn2vj  £ “k (a2+2«>;j=nr+l J J
- 2 „  ,„2
and
s E(XT I F . n) < 6) n J j - l y —
2 t k ( '1n (uk )_nn (uk - l ) )
J 1 Z X. Z t, I ( u, _ 1 (o2+26) < s 2V2 < u. (02+26) ; s" 2E(X2 |F ) < 6)
j=nrfl J k= l  n j  K n 3 j  1
-1s e e.x.
n  m+l  J J
T . n
We must prove t h a t
I Eexp [ i  E t k (?n (uk ) - ^ n (uk_ 1))  ] - E e x p ( - - | c t 2 ) | -> 0 a s  n 
k=l
0 0 .
As in  th e  p ro o f  o f  Theorem 2 . 1 ,  we decompose th e  LHS i n t o  s e v e r a l  
p ie c e s  and show t h a t  each can be made s m a l l :
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(2 .1 1 )  I Eexp [ i  l t k ^ n (uk ) " ^ n (uk - l ^ ] ' " EexP^"'2 ^  I -  
k= l
< E |e x p [ i  E ^ ( 5  ( ^ - 5  (uk_1) ) ] - e x p [ i  ? t  (n (Uk) - n n (uk_1) ) ] |  + 
k -1  k= l
+ E |e x p ( iT n ) - e x p ( iT n+ | u ^ - | ß 2) |  + |E{ [ex p ( iT n+ i u 2) - l ] e  2 } | +
+ E | e x p ( - j 8 2) - e x p ( - ' | - a 2 ) I .
S ince
P P 3
I Z. t k (5n (uk ) - ?n (uk - l ) ) \ Z1t k (r' n (uk ) - rin (uk - l ) ) l < 8pt6 k = l  k= l
1
3w ith  p r o b a b i l i t y  > 1-lOpö i f  n >L N (Lemma 3) th e n  by choos ing  6 
s u f f i c i e n t l y  sm all  and th e n  n s u f f i c i e n t l y  l a r g e ,  th e  1 s t  te rm  on th e  
RHS of (2 .1 1 )  can be made a r b i t r a r i l y  s m a l l .
The second te rm  on th e  RHS of (2 .1 1 )  e q u a ls
E | l - e x p | ( U 2- ß 2) |
w hich , in  view of th e  f o l lo w in g  lemma, can be made sm a l l  in  a s i m i l a r  way.
2 2 2Lemma 4 For a l l  n ,  U^-ß 36pt w i th  p r o b a b i l i t y  1, and f o r  a l l  
n >_ N,
P(U2- ß 2 >_ - 2 6 p t2 ) > 1-26 .
P roof o f  Lemma 4
-2 n  ? 9l 07 E(XZ |F .  . )  
■nrU 2 J J_1
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s
P
E t 
k=l
s
P
E t 
k=l
n 21 P o 2i e (3C|F, .) r tr i(u^_ (oz+26)
=nri-l J J k=l
nh ^ Fi-l> i 6>
k < 2 . L E(xj |fw  i ( v i ( ° 2+zs)j=m+l J
"2E(X?|F. .) < 6) n j 1 J-17 —
^(uk(o2+26)-uk_1(a2+26)+ä)
< sn2V2 £ u^
< s ^ V 2 £  Ujc(o2+26) ;
£ (o2+26) l t2(uk-uk_1)+äpt2
k=l
2 2 £ $ +3<$pt ,
which proves the 1st result. To obtain the 2nd result, note that on 
the set
G = {s 2 max E(xf|F. .) < 6} f\ (s"^VZ < 6} n . ^ j 1 j-1 —  n m —J <n J J
- 2„2
we have
A ^ n .  I(s;2V2 £  uk (a2+26))
1 j=m+l J J J
- < 2. z -E(x2iFj-i) i(s;2^ v i <°2+25» ij  =nrf 1 J J J
1 } A [sn -k=l j=l J J J
- s”2 E E(X2 |F. .) I(s"2V? < u. -(o2+26))]-Spt‘n j=1 J 1 J-1 n 3 - "k-lv
> 1 t ^ [ u k ( a 2+ 2 6 ) -6 -u k _1 (02+ 2 6 ) ] - 6 p t2
2 2 >_ ß -2<5pt .
S ince  P(G) > 1 -2 6 ,  th e  2nd r e s u l t  i s  p roved .
The l a s t  te rm  on th e  RHS o f  (2 .1 1 )  can a l s o  be made s m a l l .  
T h e re fo re  i t  s u f f i c e s  to  p rove  t h a t  th e  second l a s t  te rm ,
- h 2
An = |E{ [ex p ( iT n+ - | u ^ ) - l ] e  2 }| , 
co n v erg e s  to  ze ro  as  n *> 00. To t h i s  end , d e f in e
Z .  = e x p ( iT j + j U ^ ) - e x p ( i T j _1+ i D ^ _ 1)
= texp(iY j)-exp(--|-E (Y 2 |F;._1 ) ) ]  e x p C i T ^ f - | u 2 )  
= Wj  e x p ( iT j_ 1+ ^  U2) ,
Then
1 o n
A = | E { e x p ( - y B  ) Z Z } |
nrfl 3
s a y .
(h e re  i t  i s  c o n v e n ie n t  to  d e f in e
T = U2 = 0) m m
= | E { e x p ( - i ß 2) Z E(Z |F  ) } |  
nrfl 3 3
< E { e x p ( - i ß 2) Z I E(Z IF ) j } .
nrfl J 3
But
E(Zj |F j _ 1) = E(B. |F . _ 1 ) e x p C i T ^ ^ i u 2) 
and hence
An < E{ Z e x p [ | ( U 2- ß 2 )] |E (W  |F  ) | }  . 
m+1 J J J
S ince
2 2 2 2 
U7 1  ün 1  ß +36pt*  ,
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it suffices to prove that 
n
E( E |E(W. |F._ ) |) -> 0 as n -> « . 
nri-1 J J 1
Define Q(x), Z(x) and M(x) as in the proof of Theorem 2.1, 
and decompose E(W^|F_._^) as in (2.5). The argument following (2.5) 
can be used to show it is sufficient to prove that
Bn sl h { ^ i  EtxjlQ(sn V j )||F;l-i1}
- 1 ,
and Cn E{ l |Z[S 262E(X2 iF )]|>m+1 J J 3
converge to zero as n
If e > 0 then
B < t2s 2E{ l E [xf M(s 1|tX. I ) I F ] I ( s V  < 0^+25) } 
m+1 J J J J
2 -1 - 2tt2 .  2
£  t2Sn2E{ E E[X^ M(sni J tXj1) I(I XjI < esn)|Fj_1]} +2 -1
+ t2sn2E{ E E[X^ MCs^ltXjl) I(IXj I > esn)|Fj_1]I(sn^  <2 -1 - 2 ,2
< t2 s 2E{ E E[xf ±  s ± |tX.| I (IX. I < es )|F. J }  + “ n m+i 1 j 3 n 1 j 1 M J1 - n'1 j-lJ2 1 -1
+ t2sn2E{ Z E[X2 2 I(IXjI > esn)|Fj_1] I(sn2V2 <_g2+26)}
< \  et3s"2E{ Z X?}+2t2s~2E{ Z E[X? I(|x.| > es )|F. J.
" 3 n m+1 J n mbl J J n J”1
.I(s~2V2 < a2+26)} . n j -
o2+26)}
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1 3The 1st term £  j et and the second is o(l), since the integrand
is o(l) in probability and is dominated by the integrable (simple) 
2function (a +26). Hence B 0 as n 00.n
1 2Since |z(x)[ <_ -pc , to prove that Cn -* 0 it suffices to prove that
D = s 4E{ 2 e?(E(xf|F. ,))“} -*■ 0 . 
n n nrt-x 3 J 1 J - 1
Now, if e > 0 then
Dn - 2sn4£{ 1 9iC£[xt I(lXil - eSn}lF1-l])4} +m+1 J J J J
+ 2s 4E{ E e4(E[X2 I(| X. J  > es )|F. - ])2} n «j.i 3 J 1 J 1 n'1 j-lJ/
< 2t4s 4E{ E (E[xf I(IX I < es )|F ])z} +
U  TTvJ-1 J  J  11 J  A
+ 2t4E{s~4 E (E [xf I (IX I > es )|F ])z Ks'^v" <0^+26)}
m+1 J J J J
2 - 2„2 . 2
By applying Jensen's inequality we can bound the 1st term on the RHS by
2t4s 4E{ E X? I(IX.I < es )} < 2ezt 
n n+1 J 1 J 1 "  n -
2 A
The integrand of the 2nd term does not exceed
{s~2 Z E[X^ I (IXj I > esn)|Fj_1] I(snV  < </+26)}'- 2„2 . 2
which, as in the proof of Theorem 2.1, -* 0.
Hence -* 0, and the proof of Part I is complete. **
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Proof of Part II : Tightness
We will continue to use the notation introduced in Part I. 
Tightness prevails if
(2.12) for all e > 0, lim limsup Z P( sup \e, (u )-£ (Ich) | > 4e) =
h-*o n-*°° kh<l kh<u£(k+l)h n n
(Parthasarathy [31], p. 222). Now,
|5n(u)-?n(kh)l i
< 2s-1n maxj£n
X. 14-2s 1 1 1 n maxj<m
S.J
n
Z X. 
nri-1 J
2 s. J
n
£  u)- Z X 
m+1 J
•I(sn2s? £  kh)| .
On the set
E = {for all n > m, is 2V2-r)^ l < 6} fl {|r}2-a2| < 6}
we have for kh < u £  (k+l)h and all j £  m,
I(s“2V? < kh(o2-26)) < I(s_2s2 < kh) < I(s“2s2 < u) < I(s_2V? <n j —  v ~ n j —  -  n j —  ' —  x n j -
£  (k+l)h(a2+26))
and hence on E,
sup s“1! Z X. I(s”2s? £  u)- Z X. I(s"2s? £  kh)| £ 
kh<u£(k+l)h n m+1 n J  m+1 3 n j
g
£ s^1 max |Z X. I(kh(o2-26) < s"2V2 £  (k+l)h(o2+26))| 
n m<r£s£n r J n J
£  2s;1 max | Z X. I(kh(o2-26) < s"2V? £  (k+l)h(a2+2<$)) | . 
n m<r£n m+1 J n J
Therefore for n £  N,
P( sup IK (u)~C (kh)I > 4e) = 
kh<u£(k+l)h
= Pn>k (say)
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£  P(s 1 max I Z X I(kh(aZ-26) < s ¥  < (k+l)h(o2+26);- 2„2
m<r<n m+1
Sn2£(XjlFj-l) -  S)l > 2 (s-6))+56
(using Lemma 1)
-11  P(s A max I Z X I(kh(a*-26) < s 2V2 <_kh(oZ+26);
m <  r'<n m-H 3 ^  Jm<r<n m+1
+
s~2E(3^ | FJ_1) < 6)| > 63) +
PCs“1 max I Z X I(kh(a2+26) < s“2V? £  (k+l)h(g 2+26); 
m<r<n m+1 3  n  3
Sn2E(Xj|Fj-l) 1 6 l^ > 2(s-6)-6J) +
+ 56 .
Kolmogorov’s inequality bounds the 1st term after the last inequality by
6 3 E[kh(o2+26)-kh(a2-26)+6] < 563 .
An application of Brown’s inequality (see Lemma 2.2) to the MG
-1 r s x Z X
n m+1
- 2tt2
.. I(kh(aN-26) < s^V* £  (k+l)h(o^+26);s“2E(X^|Fj_1) £  6)
r = m+1,...,n,
bounds the 2nd term by
-1 <i*ir •
where A = e-25 . Hence
pn,k ±  A
-1
{ |tl I >A>
+ 106
1
3
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(2.13) < A-1 |MjdP + A"1 _|MJdP + A 1
{|mJ > c } jh
I I d P  +106 
{c>Jm  |>a }oh
where c is a large positive constant, H is the set
1 1 
H = {|5n (kh)-nn (kh)| < 463;|Cn ((k+l)h)-nn ((k+l)h)| < 4«3} ,
and H is the complement of H. In view of our Lemma 3, H has
1
probability > l-206~*.
A Chebyshev-type inequality can be used to bound the 1st term in 
(2.13) by (Ac) ^E(c2+26). The 2nd does not exceed A ^>/E(a2+26) P(H) 
(Cauchy-Schwartz inequality). Since
|mJ  = |nn ((k+l)h)-rin (kh)|
1
< |£n ((k+l)h)-Sn (kh)| + 863 on H 
1
= |M^ | + 863 say,
then the 3rd term on the RHS of (2.13) is bounded by
1
-1 3A x(86 J +
{c+863>_| I >A-863}
Consequently
pn,k -  A h e  1E(o2+2S) +LE(a2+26) 2063 + 863 + llMjdP k . 
{c+863j>|M' I >A-863}
Since the finite dimensional distributions of converge to those
of Z, and
m; = 5n ((k+l)h)-5n (kh) ,
then
40
(2.14) limsup p , <_ A 1 [c 1E(g2+2ö) + / e (g2+26) 2063 + 863 +n « kn-x» ^
+ E{
c+86
A-86
1 x dP(|N(0,n h)| £  x)}] 
3
where in the innermost integral in the last term, n is held constant.
2At this stage in the proof we will suppose that E(n ) < «>. Then
2 2 2for each <$ > 0 it is possible to choose a s.t. E(a ) < 2E(n ).
2 2For such a choice of a , the terms E(a +26) in (2.14) are always 
bounded by 2(Er|2+l).
The inequality (2.14) holds for all 6 and c > 0, and hence is 
true in the limit as 6 -> 0 and c -* 00. Taking these limits,
limsup p , <_ eXIn-x»
-1 ßCO x dP( I N(0,r|2h) | <_ x) } 
e
= e  ^E{ TTfii n v^h exp(-^-e2h 2)} .
Hence, returning to (2.12),
limsup Z P( sup (u)~(kh) | > 4e) _<
n^ <» kh<l kh<uj<(k+l)h n n
_< h ^E{ /2/tt n exp(--|-e2h 2)} .
Since
1
~2 t ,-1 -2. ^ 2 nh exp(-h n ) <_ n
and the LHS converges to zero as h -> 0, then the dominated convergence 
theorem provides that 
1
E(nh 2exp(-h 1n 2)) ■> o as h -> 0.
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I t  fo l lo w s  t h a t
l im  lim sup  E P( sup |£  (u ) -£  (k b ) |  > 4e) = 0 ,
h->o n-x» kh<l kh<u<_(k+l)h n n
2
and th e  theorem  i s  proved  f o r  E(p ) < 00.
B efo re  c o n s id e r i n g  th e  c a se  o f  a more g e n e ra l  p , l e t  us rem ark
r i 00t h a t  i f  lu^}^  i s anY in c r e a s i n g  sequence  o f  p o s i t i v e  numbers s . t .
- 2 2 , 2  _s u - * k  , 0 < k < 00 ,n n *
and i f  in  th e  d e f i n i t i o n  o f  £ we r e p l a c e  s .  by u . w herever i tn *  3 3
o c c u r s ,  o b ta in in g  a new p ro c e s s  £ , th en  th e  above p ro o f s  o f  P a r t s
2
I  and I I  can be rew orked to  show t h a t  i f  E(p ) < °°,
V -2  2 
Cn + W(k n ) .
Now suppose t h a t  n i s  any a . s .  f i n i t e  r v  which i s  n o t  a . s .  z e ro .
2
L et c > 0 be a c o n t i n u i t y  p o in t  o f  p and c o n s id e r  th e  MG d i f f e r e n c e  
sequence
Y. = X. I ( s 7 2V? < c) , j  = 1 , 2 , . . .  .
3 3 3 3 -
D efine
T = n .  , 
n i 3
2 2t  = ET , n n *
l2 = E E(Y2 |F .  ) = E E(X2 |F .  ) I ( s 7 2v? < c )  
n x 3 J - l  ±  3 J - l  j  j  “
■x p (oj) < cn n
th e n  f o r  a l l  s u f f i c i e n t l y  l a r g e  j ,
-2  2s . V. (co) < c . 
3 3
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Consequently, since s -*■«>, n
s " V (uO = s /  Z E ( X 2 |F._1 )( ü ) I(s .2V2 £  c)(w) -> n 2 (w) . 
If
s 2\^ (w) n2 (to) > c n n v '
then a similar argument shows that
s"2W2(m) + 0 . n n v '
Since
P(n2 = c) = 0
then
-2 2 a , s * 2 2 2  s w •> (n ) = n i(n < c) .n n c1 —
Choose c sufficiently large for
Jl2 = E(n )2 > 0 .c
- 2 2 00{sn W is uniformly integrable (in fact, it is uniformly bounded)
and hence
s 2E(W2) -> E(n )2, n n/ c'
that is,
- 2 2  ^ .2 s t -*■ Z n n
Consequently
- 2  2 a , s * _2 2 t W  £ ( n )  as n 03 .n n cy
Define the random function for the MG { (Tr , F^) 3-^ in the
T  00same way as we defined £ for the MG {(S ,F )}1. Since J n n n 1
E(s.- 2 (nc )2 ) < «
then the results proved so far imply
u _2 9
Kn -> W(£ (nc) t) .
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Define the random function ^  by replacing t.. by s_.
wherever it occurs in the definition of £ . That is, 4 is then n
function obtained by linearly interpolating between the points
(0,0), (s;2s21( si\), (S;2S2, ....d.s-1^ )  .
The remark following the proof of Part II allows us to say that
-  V  2 5n + W((nc) t) ,
--- N Wand hence the sequence is tight.
Now let us return to the sequence {£ }-. {£ }, is tight iffn ± n i
for all e > 0, lim limsup P( sup |(u)-£n (v)| > e) = 0 
h->-o n-*» I u-v I <h
(Billingsley [7], p.55).
Since
U n(u)"^n(v)l - + l^n(u)^ n (v)l + U n(v*"5n(v)l
-- OOand for all choices of c, is tight, it is sufficient to prove
that
for all e > 0, limsup P( sup |£ (u)-£ (u)| > e)
n-*° ue [0,1] n n
can be made arbitrarily small by choosing c sufficiently large.
2If p(n >c) = 6>0, choose a positive integer M so large that
P(for all n > M, s“2V2 < c) > 1-26 . v * n n —  '
If n > M,
U n (u)-5n (u)|
X*
max |E X. I(sT2V? 
Kr<n 1 J J J
> c) I
r
max IZ X. 
l<r<M 1 3
I(s.2V2 > c)I J J 1
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with probability > 1-26.
Consequently, since -* 00,
P( sup |£ (u )-E (u) I > e) < 2P(r|2 > c) + o(l) 
ue[0,1] n “
and so
limsup P( sup I £ (u)—e (u) I > e) <_ 2P(n2 > c) . 
n-x» ue [0,1] n n
The proof of Theorem 2.2 is complete. **
2.3 Convergence to Brownian Motion
Proposition 2.1 Consider the following three sets of conditions, 
where is an rv:
P 2h » and(A) (2.15) s 2 E E(X?|F 
n 1 3
(2.16) for all e > 0, -2 2 s E E[X. n x 3 KlXjl > S 0 ;
-2 n 2 P 2(B) (2.17) s z E XT -> n , and 
n 1 3
(2.18) for all e > 0, 3 2 E X2 1(1X.I > es ) n 1 J V| J 1 ny
P 0
-2 n 2 P 2(C) (2.19) s E XT n , andn x J
-2 ? P(2.20) s sup XT 0.
n j£n 3
2If E(rj ) = 1, they are equivalent. In fact, they are equivalent
to the apparently stronger conditions (A*), (BT) and (C') which are
obtained from (A), (B) and (C) by replacing by " -*■" wherever it
occurs.
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Proposition 2.2 The condition
? 1 ? P
(2.21) for all e > 0, sn Z E[X^ I(|X^  | > esn> I ** 0
is sufficient for the condition
_? 1 ? P(2.22) for all e > 0, sn Z E[X^ I (| X^ | > eV^)|F^_1] -> 0
and if (2.1) holds it is also necessary. If (2.1) holds and x\ > 0 a.s., 
(2.21) is equivalent to
(2.23) all £ > 0, V 2 Z E[X? I(|X.| > £ V.) I F. .] S 0. n 1 J 1 3 1 J 1 3“1
Note that convergence in probability in (2.23) is equivalent to 
convergence in the mean of order 1, since the term on the LHS is 
bounded by 1.
A Measurability Condition
In Theorem 2.3 it will be necessary to impose a measurability
2 2condition on the rv's V . Of course, V is measurable in the a-fieldn n
F^_^; but just how "close" is it to being measurable in smaller a-fields?
The following condition is a requirement that all the V2 be "uniformly
close" to being measurable in earlier a-fields than F ,:n-1
(2.24) For each 6 > 0, there exists a positive integer m and a
2  00sequence of F -measurable rv's (a K  such that for all n, m n 1
p(l % V - il > « ) < « •
It is not difficult to see that (2.24) is equivalent to the more 
compactly expressed condition
(2.25) for all 6 > 0, lim liinsup 
m-x* n-x»
inf
2 P r er
P(|a V-l|n 1 0 .
(2.25) is satisfied if
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for all 6 > 0, lim limsup P(jE(V2|Fm) ^V^-l| >6) = 0. 
m-x» ii'X»
In fact, our proof of Theorem 2.3 can be worked with a slightly
2weaker condition than (2.24). We need only suppose that an z
oo
where the sequence (m(n)}^ does not increase too fast, the rate of 
increase being sufficiently slow for quantities like
V  ^ max Is.I and V 2V2 .
" j<m(n) J n m(n)
to converge to zero in probability. However, we will not complicate 
our proofs by introducing this condition.
Now let us define a new random function. For u e [0,1] let
& = £(n,u) = max{j <_ n|v? <_ u\F^ } and 
an<u> ■
so that is obtained by linearly interpolating between the points
of the sequence
(0,0), (v“2v?,v~1s1) , (V_2V?,V"1S0), ..., (1 ,V_1S ) .n I n I n 2 n 2 n n
Let P* and P* be the measures induced on C[0,1] by a and n J J n
a standard Brownian motion, respectively.
Theorem 2.3 If conditions (2.23) and (2.24) hold then
(2.26) P* ^ P* .n
°°Proposition 2.3 If {c^}^ is a sequence of positive numbers and 
2r) is an a.s. finite and non-zero rv such that
(2.27) c“1^  + n2n n
then condition (2.24) holds. In particular, if (2.27) is true with 
2c = s then (2.24) holds, n n
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00
Proposition 2.4 If -^xn^  is a stationary square-integrable MG 
difference sequence with P(for all n, = 0) = 0  then conditions
(2.15) and (2.16) hold with n2 > 0 and E(n2) = 1.
Corollary to Theorem 2.3 If conditions (2.15) and (2.16) hold for
2some a.s. finite and non-zero rv n then 
-i v(2.28) V S„ + N(0,1) .n n
2
If E(n ) = 1  or if for some real number c > 0, jx^ l <_ c for 
all n, then
1 nn 9 - y  n V
(2.29) (I XT) (Z X ) ■> N(0,1) •
1 3 1 J
If stati°nary P(for all n, X^ = 0) = 0, then (2.28)
and (2.29) hold.
PROOFS OF RESULTS IN §2.3
Proof of Proposition 2.1 (After Scott [35]). That
and
(s-2 x?V) < = > (s 2 E X? 
n 1 J
2xn )
follows immediately from Theorem 4.5.4, p. 90 of Chung [12], in view
oof the fact that E(n ) = 1. The equivalence of (A) and (A*), of (B) 
and (B’) and of (C) and (Cf) then follows from Theorem 1 of Pratt [32].
Since for any 6, e for which 0 < 6 < e we have
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then under either (A1) or (Bf),
/ n ,
s E{£ XT I(IX.I < es )} + 0 . n ± 3 1 J 1 - n'
A Chebyshev-type inequality then provides
2sn2 I {X2 I(IXj 1 < esn)-E[Xj I(IXj I < esn)|Fj_1]} 5- 0 
from which we can deduce the equivalence of (A) and (B).
Since
3 2 max X? < e2 + s 2 E X2 I(|X.| > es ) n i —  n , i 1 i1 ni<n J 1 J J3
then (B) implies (C). To prove the converse, observe that for any 
e, 6 > 0,
— 2 ^ 2P(s £ XT I(IX.I > es ) > 6) < n , j 1 3 1 " —
£  P(s 2 sup X? > e26/(n2+l))+P(£ I(IX.I > es ) > e 2(q2+l)) 
n j<n 3 1 3 n
£  P(sn2 sup xf > eZ6/(c+l))+P(nZ > c)+P(s Z Z xf I(|x.| > esn) > r|Z+l) , 
n j^ n 3 n 1 3 3 n
-2
 
where c is a positive constant. The 1st term converges to 0 as 
n -* 00 under (2.20), the 2nd can be made arbitrarily small by choosing c 
sufficiently large, and the last term does not exceed
P(s'2 E X2 > n2+l) 
n 1 3
which converges to 0 under (2.19).
Hence (C) implies (B), and the proof is complete.
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Proof of Proposition 2.2
Sufficiency Suppose (2.21) holds. Let 6 > 0. 
sn2 I E[Xj I(lXjl > eVj:> 1 Fj-X] =
“ s;2 E E[X2 I(|x.| > e Vj) IF j _ j] I(V. < «s^+s^2 E E[X2 I(|Xj| > zVj
V. > 6s )|F. ,]3 n 3"1
< S;2 E E(x2|Fj_1) K v. < 6sn)+s;2 E E[X2 I(|x.| > e6sn) [FJ_1]
^  62 + o(l) in probability.
This is true for all 6 > 0 and so implies (2.22).
Necessity Suppose (2.22) and (2.1 ) hold. To prove (2.21), it 
suffices to prove that for arbitrary large c,
I(n2 < c) s'2 E E[X? I(IX.I > es )|F. .] ^ 0 .—  n 1 j 1 3 1 n'1 j-lJ
The LHS does not exceed
Bn l E[X] « 1 ^ 1  > esn;Vj £ 2cs2)|Fj_1] +
+ I(n2 £  c) s'2 E E[X2 1(1XjI > esn)|Fj_1] l(v2 > 2cs2) 
n 1
< s~2 E E[X2 I(IX I > e(2c)"2 vO|F. ,1+Kn2 < c) s~2 E E(X2|F,_ ).
J J J -*■ n  ^ J J
.I(v2 > 2cs2)J n'
i  o(l) + I(n2 < c;s 2V2 > 2c) s 2V2 in probability —  n n  n n r 3
< o(l) + I(s"2V2-n2 > c) s“2V2—  n n n n
= o(l) in probability,
and so (2.21) is proved.
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The truth of the final statement of the proposition follows from 
an elementary convergence result:
p P PIf Y -> Y < 00 a.s. and Z -* 0 then Y Z ■ + 0 . **n n n n
Proof of Theorem 2.3 The simplest proof of Theorem 2.3 is very similar 
to that of Theorem 2.2, in that we use condition (2.24) to approximate 
to all random variables which are not measurable in small enough a-fields. 
However, there are several important distinctions, notably that the a.s. 
convergence in condition (2.3) of Theorem 2.2 can be relaxed here to 
the "approximation in probability" condition, (2.24). Consequently we 
will rework most of the proof of Theorem 2.2.
Once again the proof is divided into two parts, Part I showing 
the convergence of finite distributions and Part II establishing tightness
00To prove Part I we first show (Lemma 4) that {an}^ can be
00
approximated by a sequence ^ n m^+i where Bn is a sum of MG differences 
The proof of Part I can then be completed in two ways - either using the 
approach of Theorem 2.2, or by applying the Skorokhod representation as 
in Scott [35]. (This approach requires the trivial restriction that 
is the a-field generated by X^jX^,. . . )  Unfortunately the Skorokhod 
representation cannot be handled here with the ease of [35]. There are 
measurability difficulties which we overcome using a rather complicated 
truncation due to Strassen [40]. In the interests of brevity, we will 
do little more than outline the Skorokhod representation proof.
Part II is obtained in the same way as before.
Proof of Part I : Convergence of finite dimensional distributions
1Let 0 < <$ 2* and choose a positive integer m and a sequence
2 00{a }, of F -measurable functions as in condition (2.24). n 1 m
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LEMMA 1 Under conditions (2.23) and (2.24) we can choose N = N(6) > m 
so large that for all n > N
(2.30) P(V  ^max I Sj | >6) < 6
j£m
(2.31) P(a"2V-2 n m+1 > 25) < 26 ,
(2.32) P(V  ^max | X I > 6) < 6
Jln J
(2.33) P(a 2 max n • E(XjlFj-l) >
Proof of Lemma 1 (2.30) and (2.
(2.23) implies Vn **• 00 a.s.
To prove (2.32) we make use of (2.24). Let e, 0 < e < 1, replace 
6 in (2.24), giving an integer p rather than m and a sequence
2  oo 2  oo{x rather than {a }, . If n > p, n 1 n 1 r
P(V_1 max IX. I > 6) = P(V x max | X ) > 6) + o(l) £ 
n j£n J n p<j£n J
-1
£  P(t“2 max X2 I(t~2V? £  1+e) > 62/(l~e)) + e + o(l) 
n p<j£n J n 3
£  P(t“2 max X? I(x~2V2 £  l+e;X2 > -|62x2) > ^62) + e + o(l) n P<j<n J n J J n
£  26"2E{xn2 E_^ E[X^  I(\X.\ >l6Vj/sf2,<l-h^|Fj ± ] £  1+e) }+e+o(l)- 2.2
< _2. Etr+EfT  * ■ z E(Xt rffx. >
-------^ ---------------------------------------
- 26 e(l+e) + e + o(l)
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Lk 2 i
since E E[X^ I(|x^.j > -^SV^.) | converges to zero in the
mean of order 1.
By choosing £ sufficiently small and then n sufficiently 
large, we can obtain (2.32).
To prove (2.33) we first prove
(2.34) P(V^2 max E(X2| F ) > 6) < 6 for sufficiently large n.
n j<n J 3
This is a consequence of (2.23) alone:
P(V 2 max E(X?|F. . ) >6) < n • ^ J 3~1 —J£n J J
< P(V 2 max Etx2 I(|X | < JhV ) | F ]+V"2 max E[X2 I(|X | > J Ü  V )
j <n J J j j j <n J J J
lF3-l] > 6)
< P(V~2 max E[X2 X (| Xj [ > Jjp Vj)|Fj_1] > ±$)
< P(V;2 £ E[X2 I(|Xj| > ^Vj) I Fj_1l >
o(l).
(2.33) is a consequence of (2.34) and the definition of a^.
We now introduce a random function which approximates ctn .
u e [0,1] and n >_ N, define
For
en (u) = 0n1 l Xj I(c”2V2 £  ua+«);on2 E(Xj I Fj_1) <_ 2«)
LEMMA 2 Under conditions (2.23) and (2.24) and for all u £ [0,1],
n -
(2.35) P(Ia_1 E X. I(V_2V2 < u;a”2V? < 1+6)1 > 6 2) < 26 . l n nH_1 J v n j - , n j -  1
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P r o o f  o f  Lemma 2 The term w i t h i n  modulus  s i g n s  i n  ( 2 . 3 5 )  d o e s  n o t  
e x c e e d
£
max l a ” 1 l  X. I ( a ” 2 V? < 1+6)1 = max Im I s a y .1 n . . . i n i  — 1 1 r 1 Jm<r<n m+1 J m<r<n
A p p l y i n g  K o lm o g o r o v ' s  i n e q u a l i t y  f o r  m a r t i n g a l e s  (Lemma 2 . 2 )  we o b t a i n
1
P( max IM I > 6 2 ) < 6  E {a” 2 Z E ( X ? |F .  . )  I ( c ~ 2 V? < 1 + 6 ) }  
m<r<n m+1 j j j
£  6 ( 1+ 6 )
< 26 . **
LEMMA 3
a l l  u e
( 2 . 3 6 )
Under c o n d i t i o n s  ( 2 . 2 3 )  and ( 2 . 2 4 ) ,  f o r  a l l  n >_ N and f o r
[0 , 1 ] ,
P d a " 1 Z X. I ( V ~ 2V2 < u ; a ” 2V2 < 1+6)  -  
n m+1 J n j - ’ n j -
n k  k
-  a ” 1 Z X. I ( a ” 2V2 < u ( l + 6 ) ; a ” 2 E ( X ? |F .  . )  < 2 6 ) 1  > 2 6 3 ) < 7 6 3 . n 3 n i — n i 1 i - l '  — y|
P r o o f  o f  Lemma 3 On t h e  s e t
E = d a  2 V2- l |  < 6}1 n n 1 —
we h a v e  f o r  a l l  u e [ 0 , 1 ]  and f o r  a l l  j ,
I ( a " 2V2 < u ( l - 6 ) ) < I ( V " 2 V2 < u ; a ~ 2 V2 < 1 +6)  < I ( a “ 2V? < u ( l + 6 ) )  n j  — — n j  — ’ n j  — — x n j  —
and on
F = {a  ^ max E(X2 |F .  ..) < 26 }  n . j  1 1 - 1  —3<n J J
we have  f o r  any e v e n t  A and any j <_ n ,  
1(A) = I ( i ; « ^ E ( x j | f  j )  < 2 6 )  .
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Hence on E H  F, the term in modulus signs in (2
-1a maxn m<r<s<n
s
|z X.
r J
I(u(l-6) < a“2V2 < u(l+6); n j -
< 2a  ^ max — n 1m<r<n
r
Z X
m+1
^ I(u(1-6) < c ~ * V * < u(1+6) n J “
= 2 max | M' j 
m<r<n
1 . say.
- 2„,„2
- 2t, /„2
Applying Kolmogorov’s inequality to the MG {M’} - we obtainr nH-l
1
3,P( max I [ > 6 ) £
m<r<n 
2
< 6 3 E{an2 Z E(X2|Fj_1) I(u(l-6) < o h *  < u(l+6) ;a~2E(X2 | F ^ )  £ 26)}
2
< 6 3 E{u(l+6)-u(l-6) + 26}
1
£ 463 .
Since P(E fl F) > 1-36, the result follows.
LEMMA 4 Under conditions (2.23) and (2.24), for all n ■> N and for all 
U £ [0,1],
1 1
F(|an (u)-en (u)| > 6«3) < 1263 .
Proof of Lemma 4 |an(u)-ßn(u)| =
’ K 1 l  Xj I(Vn2vj i " K 1 Xj i u(l+6);a-2E(Xj2|F._1) < 2«)
+ (4v;xw-vvi
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V 3 max I s . ]  + V 3 max 1 n 1 1 1 n 1j<m J j<n |X , I  +J
+ |v~ 3 Z X. i ( v " 2v? <
' n mfl 3 n 3 "
v -1u)-on
n
Z X. I(o 
m+1 3 n
Csl11
< V max S. + V max X. +—  n 1 j 1 n 1 i 1J<m J<n
+ |V 1a -l| o 1I Z X. I(V 2V? < u;a 2V? < 1+6)1 +1 n n 1 n 1 j n j - n j — 1
+ a"1! E X. I(V'2V? < u;a"2V2 < 1+6)- E X. I(a"2V? < u(l+6); 
n nrfl J n J ~ n J " n+1 3 n 3 “
0n2E(XjlFj-1) - 26)l
on the set
E = {Ia“2V2-lI < 6} .1 n n 1 —
i 1
With probability > l-6-6-(6+2ö)-763 > 1-1263, the RHS does not exceed
i l l
6+6+6(1— 6)_1 6 2 + 263 < 663,
using Lemmas 1, 2 and 3. We have included E in the exceptional set
" Twhose probability < 126 , and so the lemma is proved. **
Proof of Part I using characteristic functions (This proof is similar 
to that of Part I of Theorem 2.2).
First we must introduce further notation. Suppose 
0 = u < u- < ... < u < 1 .
Let t^ ,
a2
.,t be real numbers and define P
2 (uk uk-l) »
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t = max t,
0j ■ J i A  I(uk-l<1+6) < % V] i uk(l+6);o^E(X^|F._1) < 26)
K. X
and for j j> N and n >_ r >_ N,
- 2 „ , „ 2
y. = o 1e.x. ,3 n j 3
T = £ Y , and
m+1 J
IT = I E(Y2|F. .) . r ttfl J J_1
6. is an F. -measurable rv and 10.1 does not exceed J J-l 1 J 1
t I(g”2V? < 1+6) . n j —
We note that for all k,
W-Vvi) ■ ' l 1. E A «Vi'1«' < C2*-1 V 1+6);j=m+l J J
- 2 „ ,„2Gn E(XjIFj_x) £  26)
and
%1. *■Xj EA I(Vl'1+S> < 1j=m+l J k=l J J J 26)
-1a Z 0.X. 
11 j=nrt-l J J
T .n
We must prove that
I Eexp [i E tic(cxn (u]c)-an (uk_1)) ]-exp(- -|a2) | ■+ 0 as n 
k=l
- >  OO
We decompose the LHS into several pieces and show that each can be 
made small:
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P 9
(2.37) I Eexp [i l tk^an u^ic)”an (lli<L_i^ l-expC-^a )| £ 
k=l
< E|exp[i Z tk (an (uk)-on (uk ))]-exp[i Z t (ß (u^)-6 (V  ))]| + 
k=l k=l
+ E|eXp(iTri)-exp(iTn+ | u ^ - | a 2)| + |Eexp(iTn+|u^)-l|exp(--|a2) .
Since
1
I'E1tk (an (uk)"an (\ - l ))",I:itk (ßn (uk)-ßn (uk-i:i)l < 6pt63 k=l k=l
1
3with probability > 1-I2p6 (Lemma 4) then by choosing 6 sufficiently 
small and then n sufficiently large, the 1st term on the RHS of (2.37) 
can be made arbitrarily small.
The second term on the RHS of (2.37) equals
E11-expj (U2 - a2)|
which, in view of the following lemma, can be made small in a similar way.
LEMMA. 5 For all n, U2-a2 36pt2 with probability 1, and for all
n ■> N,
P(U2-a2 >_ -46pt2) < 46 .
Proof of Lemma 5
u2 = o'2 z a2 e(x2 |F. )
n n m n  J J J-1
■ °ü2. Le(^|f3-i) JA I(uk-i(1+6) < ön2vj i V 1+6>;j=m+l J J k=l J
a“2E(X?|F. ,) < 26) n 2 J-l ~
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P 2 -2 n
X C .  l , E(Xj l FJ - l >  I < V l < 1+4> < < 2Vj £ u k ( l+ 6 ) ;
1 j=m+l J J J
a 2E(X2 |F .  , )  < 26) n j  1 3 ~ r  —
< Z t ^ ( u k ( l + 6 ) - u k_1 ( l+6)+26)  
k= l
_< ( l + 6 ) a 2 + 2 6 p t 2
2 2 <_ a + 36pt  ,
which p roves  t h e  1 s t  r e s u l t .  To o b t a i n  th e  2nd r e s u l t ,  n o t e  t h a t  on 
t h e  s e t
G = {o 2 max E ( X ? | f . n) < 26} fi {a 2V2 < 26} n . i 1 l - l  — n m —3 <n J J
we have
n "  j A l° n .  h nE(Xj |F j - l } I ( % Vj - \ ( W ) )  k=l  j=m+l J J J
- 2  2
° n 2 .j  =m+l J J J
- 2„2
P 2 r -2  Ü „,„2
k o ; 2v2 < u j^ d + a»  -  
k= l  j = l  -j j  -j
- 2  n  2
-  a Z 2 E (X t |F  ) I ( o  zv f  1  u. , ( l + 6 ) ) ] - 2 « p t  
j = l  J J J
- 2 tt2
> E t ^ [ u k ( l + 6 ) - 2 6 - u k _1 ( l + 6 ) ] - 2 6 p t i
2 2 >_ a -  46pt
S ince  P(G) > 1 -4 6 ,  t h e  2nd r e s u l t  i s  p roved .
Therefore it suffices to prove that
A = I Eexp(iT + ^ U 2)-l| n 1 n 2 n 1
can be made small. To this end, define
Z. = exp(iTj+|u^)-exp(iTj_1+|u?_1)
= [exp(iY^)-exp(- yE(Y2 | F ^ ) )  ] exp (iT^-j + y  U2)
= Wi exp (iT^_^+yU2) , say.
Then
n
A = |E( E Z.)| (here it is convenient to define Tn ‘ *u 3 '
“ |E( 2 E(Z |F ))|
mil J J
n
£  E( Z IE(Z IF ) ( ) .
mil J 3
But
E(ZjlFj-1) = E(WjlFj-l) exP<iTj-1+T Uj)
and hence
A < E( I exp(i U?) E(W |F )) .
m4-1 J J J
Since
2 2 2 2 U. < U < a + 36pt J - n -
it suffices to prove that
n
E( l |E(W |F )|) 
m+1 J J
can be made small.
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D efine Q (x), Z(x) and M(x) as in  the proof o f  Theorem 2 .1 ,  
and decompose E(W_.|F^_^) as in  ( 2 . 5 ) .  The argument fo l lo w in g  ( 2 . 5)  
can be used to show that i t  i s  s u f f i c i e n t  to  prove
B =  E{o“2 l  62 E [ X ? | Q ( < T 1 e . X . ) |  | F .  J >  
n n m il 3 J n J J J"1
and
C = E{ l |z [o " 2 02 E(X2 |F.  ) ] | }
n m+1 n J J 1 J"1
can be made sm a ll .
I f  e > 0 then
Bn < t 2 E{an2 Z E[X2M(an1 |tX j | ) | F j _1 ] I ( c f 2V2 < 1+6)}
t 2 E{a 2 Z E[X2M(o X| tX | )  x ( | x  I < £0n) I F._i] I (a n2V2 < 1+6)} +
J J J J Jn m+1  n '
2 -2  n + t  E{g Z E[X2M(a”
11 m+1 J n
0 -?  11 9 1 - 1
< t  Efa E EfXT 4  a
n nrl-1 j j  n
- 2  2
-2  2
+ t 2 E{a 2 l E[X2 2 I ( IX.I > ea ) | F .  J  I (o  2V2 < 1+6)}  
n nrf-1 3 3 n 3_1 n J “
< \  e t 3 E{o 2 E E( x f | F .  J  I ( a  ^vf < 1+6)} + 
- 3  n nrf 1 3 J"1 n 3 “
- 2  2
+ 2 t 2 E{a 2 Z E[xf I ( IX . I > ea ;a < 1 + 6 ) IF. . ] }  . 
n nrfl 3 3 n* n j -  1 j - l J
1 1The 1 s t  term < -  e t  (1+ 6) .  The in tegrand  o f  the 2nd i s  bounded by 
(1+6) and does not exceed
1
o ' 2 E E [ X 2 I ( I X . I > e ( l + 6 ) " 2 v  ) | F  ]
m+1 J J J J
- 2„2
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which with probability > 1-6 does not exceed
1
(1+6)V~2 I EtX2 I(|X I > e(l+6) V ) | F ] 
IT+1 J J J J
which converges to zero in the mean of order 1.
Hence the 2nd term <_ 6(l+6)+o(l), so that 
Bn <■ et3(l+6) + 6(1+6) + o(1) .
This is true for all z > 0. Therefore by choosing 6 sufficiently small 
and then n sufficiently large, Bn can be made arbitrarily small.
1 2Since |z(x)| _< j x  , to prove that can be made small it
suffices to prove that
D = E{a 4 E 0?(E(xfIF. .))*} 
n n m+1 J J J_1
can be made small.
Now, if z > 0 then
Dn < 2t4E{on4 £^(E[X2 I(IXjI 1 eön)|Fj-1])2 I(ün2Vj 1  1+6)} +
+ 2t4E{a”4 Z (E[X? I (IX. I > ea )|F. J ) 2 I(a”2V? < 1+6)} . 
n m+1 3 3 n 3-1 n j -
By applying Jensen's inequality we can bound the 1st term on the RHS by
2t4E{on4 E E[X4 I(|XJ < ean)|F ] I(0n2V2 < 1+6)} m+1 J J J J
1  2e2t4E{an2 E E C X ^ F ^ p  I(<T2V2 < 1+6)}
< 2e2(l+6)t4 .
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The i n t e g r a n d  of  the  second terra i s  n o t  g r e a t e r  than
{a“ 2 E E[X? I  ( IX. I > ea ; a _2V2 < 1+6) IF. J }2 
n m+1 J J n n 3 -  1 j - l J
n -
1  { o ' 2 £ E[X? I ( IX. I > £ (1+6) 2v ) |F ] I ( a ' 2V2 i  1+cS)}2
m+1  J J J J J
2
which i s  bounded by ( 1+6) and w i th  p r o b a b i l i t y  > 1-6 does n o t  
exceed
n -
{ (1+6) V~2 l  E [ X 2. I  ( I X. I > e (1+6) 2V.) I F . J }2 
n m fl 3 3 3 J ~1
which converges  to  ze ro  i n  t h e  mean o f  o r d e r  1 , s i n c e  i t  i s  o ( l )  in
2
p r o b a b i l i t y  and i s  bounded by (1+6) .
2 4Hence th e  2nd te rm _< 26(1+6) t  + o ( l ) ,  so t h a t
Dn £  2e 2 ( l + 6) t 4 + 2 6 ( l + 6 ) 2t 4 + o ( l )  .
Once a g a i n ,  by choos ing  6 sm a l l  and then  n l a r g e ,  can be made
a r b i t r a r i l y  s m a l l .
This  comple te s  th e  p ro o f  o f  P a r t  I .  **
Proof  o f  P a r t  I  u s in g  th e  Skorokhod r e p r e s e n t a t i o n
Suppose i s  th e  a - f i e l d  g e n e r a t e d  by X ^ , . . . , X n . To avo id
2
t r i v i a l  c o m p l i c a t i o n s ,  suppose  t h a t  >_ 1.  Then each can be
chosen >_ 1.  D ef ine
X = X I ( 2 ~ j  < ! X I < 6V.) + i  X I  ( IX I < 2~J ) + s g n (X . ) ,
J J J J ^ j J  J
. a - J - h m v . lx . r 1) x(IXj 1 > 6vp ,
where i n  t h e  ca s e  6V^  (co) 2 3 we i n t e r p r e t  1(2 3 < j X_. | 6V^.)(oj) = 0,
and f o r  n > m l e t
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X* (nVj) 1[Xj-E(Xj|Fj_1)] , 1 < j <
a 1 [X.-E(X. I F- -,)] . n L j J 1 rj-l m < j < n , and
;* = I X.. 
r i J
(Of course, X? depends on n and 6.) 
For u e [0,1] define
Y (u) = Z X* I (a 2V2. < u(l+6)) . n v j v n j -
{X*}^ is a sequence of MG differences and is the a-field
generated by X*,...,X*, as will shortly be proved.
The peculiar truncations in the definition of X_. are designed to 
suppress the size of the tail of X.. without removing any of the 
"information" about X^  which is contained in its tail. That is to say, 
the truncations are designed to give us new rv’s which are like
X.. I (I X j I <_ 6V^) and are such that X^,...,Xn and X-^,...,Xn generate 
the same o-field for each n = 1,2,... . Since the rv’s 
Xj I(|x_.| <_ 6V^) contain (in general) less information than the 
variables X^, they will generate a smaller a-field.
Strassen [40], has used a similar truncation to ours in the proof 
of his Theorem 4.4.
The first m X ’ s are normed differently to the rest in order to 
preserve their measurability in the respective a-fields 
norming is designed to make them asymptotically negligible.
The
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Lemma 6 For m<j<n, and {X^,...,xt} generate the
same a-field.
Proof of Lemma 6 First we will use an induction argument to prove 
that {X^,...,Xj} and {X^,...,X_.} generate the same a-field. Consider 
the graph of X_. against X^  in our Figure 1. This is a 1-1 
transformation, and we can write
X. = f.(X.,V.)3 3 3 3
where f^  is a Borel-measurable function of two variables. Suppose
that X^,...,Xj_^ and X^,...,X_._^ generate the same a-field, F_._^
Since V. is F. .-measurable, we can write 3 3-1
vj ■ <* A.VP
where g.. is a Borel-measurable function of j-1 variables. Then
X. = f.(X.,g.(X- ,...,X, -))3 3 3 3 1 3“1
so that Xj is measurable in the a-field generated by X^,...,Xj. 
Therefore
c F{X1,...,Xj
and since clearly
F{XX... X.} £ F{X1,...,Xj}
then
F{X1,...,Xj} = F{x1,...,xj} .
For j = m both o-fields are equal to that generated by X..... Xm , and
the induction is complete.
A similar inductive argument shows that
F{X1>...,Xj} = F{X*,...,X*} . **
Figure I. Transformation o f  Xj to
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The first step in the Skorokhod representation proof is to 
prove a new approximation lemma:
Lemma 7 If n is sufficiently large then
i I
P(|an (u)-rn(u)| > 2063) < 3063 .
Next we introduce the Skorokhod representation (see Strassen [40],
Ä n
Theorem 4.3). Since {X_.(n)K_^ is a sequence of MG differences relative 
to the sequence {F_. of o-fields, and since
Fj = F{X*(n),...,X*(n)} ,
then there exists a probability space (ft’,Ff,P') on which are defined
n ooa Brownian motion W and a triangular array {T_. (n) of
non-negative rv’s s.t.
_  _  _  2 n
(S1(n),S2(n),...,Sn (n)) = (W(T1(n)),W(n\(n)),...,W(£T.(n)))
has the same distribution as
(S*(n),S*(n),...,S*(n)) 
for each n > 1.
Let X_. (n) = S^  (n)-S_._^(n) . If F_. (n) is the a-field generated
by X^(n),...,X.(n) and G.(n) is the o-field generated by 
3 3 3
X. (n) ,.. . ,X. (n) and W(t) for 0 <_ t _< £ T. (n) , 1 j <_ n, then
J i=l 1
E(Tj(n)|6j_1(n)) = E(X?(n) IG^^n)) = E(X3 (n) | F ^ n ) ) 
and for r > 1,
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E(Tj(n)|G (n)) < ipäOC^r(n) | Gj_1(n)) = LrE(Xjr(n) | F (n))
where is a constant depending only on r and n.
The proof of Part I is concluded using the approximation procedures 
introduced in our earlier proof and the techniques of Scott [35]. **
Proof of Part II : Tightness
We will continue to use the notation introduced in Part I. 
Tightness prevails if
(2.38) for all z > 0, lim limsup Z P( sup |a (u)-a (kh)| > 4e) =
h->o n-x» kh<l kh<u£(k+l)h n n
(Parthasarathy [31], p. 222). Now,
|an(u)-an (kh)| £
On the set
E = {Ia_2V2-lI < 6}1 n n 1 —
we have for kh < u £  (k+l)h and for all j ,
I(a_2V? < kh(l-6)) < I(V_2V? < kh) < I(V_2V2 < u) < n j —  —  n j —  —  n j —  y —
£  I(°~2Vj 1  (k+l)h(1+6))
and hence on E,
sup V 1 \ Z X. I(V 2V? £  u)- Z X. I(V 2V2 <_ kh) | < 
kh<u£(k+l)h n m+1 J n J m+1 J n 3
£  V 1 max |Z X. I(kh(l-6) < a 2V2 £  (k+l)h(l+6))| 
n m<r<s<n r J n J
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1—— r
£  2(1-6) 2 cf1 max | E X. I(kh(l-6) < a“2V2 £  (k+l)h(l+6))| . 
n m<r<n m+1 J n J
Therefore for n £  N,
P( sup I a (u)-a (kh)| > 4e) = 
kh<u£(k+l)h
= Pn>k (say)
£
£  Pto"1 max I Z X. I(kh(l-6) < o”2V2 £  (k+l)h(l+6) ;o”2E(X? | F ) <_ 26) | > 
n m<r£n nH-1 J n J n 1 1
> l/l-E (e-6))+56
(using Lemma 1)
£
£  P(o_1 max I E X. I(kh(l-5) < o~2V2 £  kh(l+6) ;g'2E(X21 F . ) £  26) | > 6 ; 
n m<r£n nH-1 J n J n J J
2^
+ P(a~X max I E X. I(kh(l+6) < g^ V 2 £  (k+l)h(l+6) ;g~2E(X21F ) £  26) | > 
n m<r£n m+1 J n J n  ^ J J
> 2/T-6 (e-6)-63) + 56 .
Kolmogorov’s inequality bounds the 1st term on the RHS by
2 1 
6 3 E[kh(1+6)-kh(1-6)+26] £  463 .
An application of Brown’s inequality (see Lemma 2.2) to the MG
r
M = a”1 E X. I(kh(l+6) < o“2V? < (k+l)h(l+6);o“2E(X2|F. .) < 26) , r n m+1 J n j - v n J 1 j-ly -
r = m+1,...,n,
bounds the 2nd term by
-1 |MjdP
where A = /l-6 (e-26 ). Hence
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p , < A n,k —
-1 |M IdP + 96
(2.39) < A-1 |Mn |dP + A 1 |M |dP + A_1 I Mn I dP + 96 
'{c>|m |>a )o h
where c is a large positive constant, H is the set
H = (|an (kh)-3n (kh)I £  66J;|«n ((k+l)h)-ß ((k+l)h)| £  66J} ,
and H is the complement of H. In view of our Lemma 4, H has
probability > 1-246^.
A Chebyshev-type inequality can be used to bound the 1st term in 
(2.39) by (Ac) ^(1+6). The 2nd does not exceed A  ^ (1+6)P(H)
(Cauchy-Schwartz inequality). Since
|Mn | = |ßn((k+l)h)-Sn (kh)|
1
<_ I a ((k+l)h)-a^(kh) | + 1263 on H
IM^ | + 126 say,
then the 3rd term in (2.39) is bounded by 
1
A 1 {126~' + |M ; |d P
1 £
{c+1263>IM’I>A-1263} — 1 n 1
Consequently
p^ ^ <_ A ^ ( c ^(1+6) + J(l+6)2463 + 1263 + |M'|dP + 96
{c+126J>JmJ  >A-126 }
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Since the finite dimensional distributions of converge to those
of W, and
Mn = an ((k+1)h)“an (kh) >
then
limsup pn £  A 1 ( c 1 (1+6) + J(l+6)2463 + 1263 + 
n-x» *
c+126
+ I Xx dP(IN(0,h)I < x) j + 96 .
A-1263
This is true for all 6, c > 0, and hence is true in the limit as 
6 0 and c -> 00:
limsup p , £  e- i
n-xo
x dP(IN(0,h)I £  x)
e  ^ /(2h/7T) exp(-yeZh x) .1 2, - 1,
Hence, returning to (2.38),
limsup Z P( sup |a (u)-a (kh)| > 4e) £
n-x» kh<l kh<u£(k+l)h n n
£  h  ^e  ^ /(2h/7T) exp(--|-e3h 
-> 0 as h -> 0.
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.3.
Proof of Proposition 2.3 It is sufficient to show that the approximation 
in (2.24) can be made for all sufficiently large n, say for all n £  N. 
For then we can replace m by m f = max(m,N) and set a3 = V3 for 
n < m ’, and the approximation will hold for all n.
If 6 > 0 choose X < 1 so small that
P(n2 £ X) < 62(l+6)~1 .
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-1 2Let e = X6(l+6) and choose o as in Lemma 2.1. Since
-21 2 21 ✓, .-1 a n -a < (X-e) e
on the set
r |  2  2 |  „  2  ,{In -a I £ e ; n > X}
then
P(g 21n2-a21 > (X-e) ie) £  P(|r^-cz | > e) + P(n^ £  X)
< Xöd+6)"1 + 62(l+6)“1
-1 2 2
< 6 .
Since (X-e) ^e = 6 then
P(o~2 |n2-o2 | > 6) < 6 .
2 2Let a = c a for large n. Since n n
-2 2 £  -2 2 - , - 2 , 2 2 n o v o n l+a (n -o ) n n
then
limsup P(Io 2V2—1I > 6) < 6 ,
n-x»
and so the approximation in (2.24) can be made for sufficiently large n,
**
Proof of Proposition 2.4 Condition (2.18) holds trivially for a 
stationary square-integrable sequence. Thus, in view of the results of
Proposition 2.1, it is sufficient to prove that for some a.s. non-zero
2 2rv n with E(n ) = 1,
"2 v Y2 P 2s z x. -> n
n i j
In fact, if T is the o-field of events which are invariant with
r 1 00respect to (X then
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n a.s. 
s E XT ->
n 1 J
E(X^) 1E(X^|T)
(Breiman [8], p. 118). E(n ) = 1, 
E(X2 jT) is a.s. non-zero.
2= n
and so it remains only to show that
If
E = {E (X^ I T) = 0}
then
E
X2dPn X2dPje
since E is invariant
E(X?IT)dP 
E
=  0
and so Xn = 0 a.s. on E. This is true for each n, and P(for all
n, X = 0) = 0. Hence n
P(E) = 0. **
Proof of Corollary to Theorem 2.3 The results follow directly from 
Theorem 2.3, Propositions 2.3 and 2.4, and the Remark following 
Corollary VII-2-6, p. 152 of Neveu [30],
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CHAPTER III
SOME WEAK CONVERGENCE RESULTS FOR REVERSE MARTINGALES
3.1 Introduction and Summary
00Let { (S^, Fn) } be a square-integrable reverse MG satisfying
a. s.
S -> 0, and define
Xn Sn Sn+1 *
2 2s = ES , and n n
00
v2 = z ecx^ IF., .)  .n J 1 J+l
Scott [36] has verified that the reverse MG analogues of Brown's 
Theorems 2 and 3 [9] are true. Since the work in our Chapter II is 
little more than an extension of Brown's results, it is perhaps not 
surprising to learn that it also has an analogue in the theory of 
reverse MG's. In sections 3.2 and 3.3 we present results which 
parallel those of sections 2.2 and 2.3, and in section 3.4 we give a 
short note on their proofs.
3.2 Convergence to Mixtures of Normal Laws 
For u e [0,1] define
I 2 2k = k(n,u) = min{j >. n|s^ _< us^} and
£n(u) = s;1[Sk+(us2-s2)(s2_l-s2)-1Xk_i]
so that is obtained by linearly interpolating between the points
of the sequence
,-22  - 1_  w  -2 2 - 10 v - 1-  N. .. , (s s ,0,s S LO),(s s n,s S ,-),(l,s S ) . n n+2* n n+2'’ n n+1’ n n+1 * n n
Let be the probability measure induced on C[0,1] by Cn * Let n
be a random variable on (ft,F,P), and on some probability space define a
2standard Brownian motion W(u) (u > 0) and an independent copy of
2 For u e [0,1] let
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z(u) = w(n^u)
2and let P(rt ) be the measure induced on C[0,1] by Z.
Theorem 3.1 If
- 2 2  ^ 2(3.1) s V -* ri < °° a.s ' n n and
(3.2) for all e > 0, s 2 l E[X2 I(|x.| > «  )|F.+,] + 0 ,n J J J
then
s S -> F n n
where F is the distribution with characteristic function 
f(t) = Eexp(-yn2t2) .
Theorem 3.2 If
 ^O A 3. • S • A
(3.3) s vZ -> n < 00 a.s n n
and if (3.2) holds, then
Pn -v P(n ) .
3.3 Convergence to Brownian Motion
Proposition 3.1 Consider the following three sets of conditions, 
where p2 is an rv:
(A) (3.4) s~2 E E(X2 |Fj+1) n2 , and
(3.5) for all e > 0, sn2 Z E[X2 I (| X^  | > esn) | F^+1] . ,
p. f
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00 p
(B) (3.6) s“2 E X? ■* n2 , andn l n J
_ 0  O r
(3.7) for all e > 0, s Z XT I([X.I > es ) + 0 ;n 3 3 nn J J
OO p
(C) (3.8) s"2 Z x2 -> n2 , andn j n J
-2 2 P(3.9) s sup XT -* 0 .
n J
2If E(n ) = 1, they are equivalent. In fact, they are equivalent to
the apparently stronger conditions (AT), (B*) and (C1) which are obtained
P Llfrom (A), (B) and (C) by replacing " *> " by " ->• " wherever it occurs.
Proposition 3.2 The condition
* 00 p
(3.10) for all e > 0, s"2 E EfX2 X (] X | > es )|F ,] -*• 0n 3 3 3
is sufficient for the condition
00 p
(3.11) for all e >0, s'2 E E[X2 I(|Xj| > eVj) 1 Fj+1 ] ^ 0
2and if (3.1) holds it is also necessary. If (3.1) holds and n > 0  a.s., 
(3.10) is equivalent to
00 p
(3.12) for all e > 0, V”2 E E[X2 I(|X..| > eVplF^^] + 0 .
Note that convergence in probability in (3.12) is equivalent to 
convergence in the mean of order 1, since the term on the LKS is bounded 
by 1.
A Measurability Condition
Arguing by analogy with section 2.3, we impose a measurability
OO2
condition on the rv’s V . Let F = fl F . The following condition is an 00 _ n 0
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requirement that all the are "uniformly close" to being
measurable in F :
(3.13) For each 6 > 0, there exists a sequence of F^-measurable
t 2 -i00rv s {o^}^ such that for all sufficiently large n,
P(|a"2V2-l| > 6) < 6 .1 n n 1
(3.13) is equivalent to
(3.14) for all 6 > 0 , limsup inf P(|o 2V2—11 > <5) = 0
n-x» 2 r a er
which is satisfied if
for all 6 > 0, limsup P (|E(V2 |F^) 1V2-1| > 6) = 0 ,
n-x»
that is if
—  9 9 ^V ZE(VZ |F ) -X 1 . n n 1 00
Now let us define a new random function. For u e [0,1], let
£ = £(n,u) = min{j >_ n|v2 _< uV2} and
an<u) “
so that an is obtained by linearly interpolating between the points of 
the sequence
...,(v~2v2 ,v_1s ,0),(v”2v2 ,v-1s ,,),(1,V_1S ) .n n+2* n n+2' * v n n+1* n n+1 * n n'
Let P* and P* be the measures induced on C [0,1] by a and a n ’ J n
standard Brownian motion, respectively.
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Theorem 3.3 
w
P -* P n
*
If conditions (3.12) and (3.13) hold then
Proposition 3.3 If {c^}^ is a sequence of positive numbers and q 
is an a.s. finite and non-zero rv such that
-1 2 P 2(3.15) c V  + nn n
then condition (3.14) holds. In particular, if (3.15) is true with
c = s2 then (3.14) holds, n n
Corollary to '.Theorem 3.3 If conditions (3.4) and (3.5) hold for some
2a.s. finite and non-zero rv q then 
_! P(3.16) V S-»- N(0,1) .n n
If E(q2) = 1 then
03 03 P
(E X2) 2 (E X ) -> N(0,1) .
n J n J
3.4 Notes on the proofs
The proofs of most of the results in Chapter II can be reworked 
for reverse MG’s, and in fact they are often a lot simpler than they 
are for forward MG's.
2n
2 P V  •* n
is
2n
an rv such that
2then q is F^-measurable, and so to prove Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 it
2 2is not necessary to approximate q by a simple function o . If q 
is not square-integrable we must resort to a truncation argument to 
obtain both results, but the techniques involved are quite simple.
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The proofs of Theorem 3.3 and Propositions 3.1 and 3.2 are very
similar to those of Theorem 2.3 and Propositions 2.1 and 2.2,
2respectively. Proposition 3.3 is trivial, since n must be
2 2F -measurable and so if a = c h e F we have co n n 00
-2 2 P a Vz + 1 . n n
-2 2 p 2In fact, if sn Vn *> n and (3.5) holds, (3.16) is quite easily obtained 
by showing that
(s n) S -> N(0,1) . n n
We will not persevere any further with the proofs except to give 
two lemmas.
Lemma 3.1 [Kolmogorov - Brown]. If {(S^jF^)}^ *-s a reverse MCJ and
e > 0, then
P(max|s.| > e) j< e ^E(S^) 
j_>n 2 n
(Kolmogorov’s inequality), and
P (max |s.|>2e)<^e^ |s|dP
j>n 2 {|sj>e}
(Brown's inequality).
a. s.
Lemma 3.2 If S 0 thenn
E(Sn) = E[E E(X‘|F )] . 
n J J
Proof of Lemma 3.2 It is easy to show that for each m > n,
S = I X. + S andn j m+1n J
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2 m 2 2 E(S^) = Z E ( x f ) + E C S ^ )
n J
■ E[”  E(xJ2 l Fj+ i>i + e <4+ i > •n J J
The r e s u l t  w i l l  fo l lo w  from th e  monotone convergence  theorem  i f  we 
show
E(S2) + 0 . n y
a .  s .
S ince  Sn -* 0 t h i s  i s  e q u i v a l e n t  to  th e  u n ifo rm  i n t e g r a b i l i t y  of
2 °°{S } f .  The r e v e r s e  MG p r o p e r ty  im p l ie s
S = ECS, I F ) n 1 ' n x
and hence  from J e n s e n ’ s i n e q u a l i t y
, 2  . „  ,J lS < E ( s f |F  ) . n — v l 1 n y
Thus
S dP < n — E(S2 |F n ) dP
2 dP
{  I S n l > c }  { I S J > C > C|s J > c }
2, °o
and so {S i s  u n ifo rm ly  i n t e g r a b l e  i f
P ( J Sn 1 > c) 0 u n ifo rm ly  in  n as  c ->
But
P ( | S  | > c) £  c 2E(S2) £  c 2E(S2) 0 a s  c « .
The lemma i s  p roved .
A p ro o f  of Kolmogorov’s i n e q u a l i t y  can be found in  Doob [14] 
(p . 314) and a p ro o f  o f  Brown’ s i n e q u a l i t y  a p p e a rs  i n  Brown [ 9] .
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CHAPTER IV
SOME LAWS OF THE ITERATED LOGARITHM FOR MARTINGALES 
4.1 Introduction and Summary
Let {(Sn>^n)}]_ a (forward) MG and adopt the notation of 
Chapter II.
Since we have obtained a central limit theorem for martingales
with a random norming it seems natural to investigate the law of the
iterated logarithm (LIL) with the same, or similar, norming. Most
LIL's for MG’s are based on the independence theory analogues and
describe the a.s. asymptotic behaviour of quantities like
where <K.) is an increasing function. However, there are several
prominent exceptions. Theorem 4.4 of Strassen [40] is an iterated
logarithm-type result for MG differences whose tails obey a strong
negligibility condition. Proposition VII-2-7 of Neveu [30] is a law
of the iterated logarithm for sequences of uniformly bounded MG
differences. Theorem 3 of Stout [38] generalises both these results
and appears to be quite close to our Theorem 4.1. All of these results
2involve a norming by the random variables rather than by the
constants s^.n
In section 4.2 we generalise the functional law of the iterated 
logarithm of Heyde and Scott [20]. Using their techniques and those of 
Strassen [39] we produce two very similar results in Theorems 4.1 and 
4.2. The Corollary to Theorem 4.2 contains the results of Heyde and Scott 
and also considers the case of a stationary sequence.
Our proofs of Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 are via the Skorokhod 
representation. Since there is as yet no representation for reverse 
MG’s, it is not possible to generalise these results as we did those of 
Chapter II. However, it is tempting to postulate that the reverse MG 
analogues of Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 are true.
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4 .2  Some Laws o f  th e  I t e r a t e d  Logar i thm
In  th e  n o t a t i o n  o f  Chapter  I I ,  l e t  be th e  o - f i e l d  g e n e r a t e d
by X ^ , . . . , X n (n 1) and d e f i n e
2 n 2U = £ X. .
n x J
To av o id  t r i v i a l  c o m p l i c a t i o n s  i n  th e  fo l l o w i n g  work l e t  us suppose 
2
t h a t  X^ > e .  S ince  th e  l i m i t  laws we e s t a b l i s h  a r e  i n v a r i a n t  under any 
t r a n s f o r m a t i o n  o f  a f i n i t e  number o f  th e  X ^  , t h i s  as sum pt ion  can be 
made w i t h o u t  l o s s  o f  g e n e r a l i t y .  Let  $ be the  r e a l  f u n c t i o n  on 
(e,°°) d e f in e d  by
1
2
<j>(u) = (2u log logu)  
and f o r  u e [0 ,1 ]  d e f i n e
and
£ = £ (n ,u )  = max{j <_ n|v_. _< uV^} , 
m = m(n,u)  = max{j <_ n|U^ uU^}
V u) = [ ♦ ( ^ ) ] - 1 [ 8 1+ ( u V ^ - v J ) ( v J + 1 - v J )  Xm ] .
vn (u) = W X I ^ - I F )  X ^ ]  .
Le t  K be t h e  s e t  of  a b s o l u t e l y  co n t in u o u s  f u n c t i o n s  x e C[0 ,1]  
such t h a t
r1 .o
x(0)  = 0 and x d t  < 1 .
_ oo
Theorem 4 .1  Let  { be a sequence  o f  n o n - n e g a t i v e  r v  s such t h a t
Z e F _ . I f  n n -1
(4 .1)  l imsup V*"1 [ £{X. I  < 1X I > Z . ) -E [X  I ( | x . j  > Z ) | F  ] } |  <
n -*x> 1 J J J J J J J X
00 a . s . ,
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(4.2) 1 2 i E[X2 Kix. l  > Z.)|F.  .]n x 3 1 J 1 3 1 3-1
a ,s.
-x 0
(4.3) £V 4E[X4 X(I X J < Z , ) |F ] < » a.s.,
2 J J J J J
and
(4.4) T-1
a. s. a.s.
V V -x 1 and V -x 00 , n+I n n
then is relatively compact in C [0,1 ] and the set of its
a.s. limit points coincides with K.
Theorem 4.2 Let {Z be as in Theorem 4.1. If ------------ n 1
(4.5) limsup U ^ 1£{X. 
n-x» n 1 ^
I< 1 xJ 1 > z p - E I X j  I ( 1 Xj 1 > Zj)|Fj_1]}| < -  a.s
n  ^ r\ a.s.
(4.6) U Z X . I(|X. 1n x J V| J 1 > Z.) -x 0 , 3
(4.7)
00
e u T4 e [x 4 i (|x J2 J J J < Z.)|F. .] < 00 a.s., and-  3 1 3-1
1 cl • s • a.s.
(4.8) u~li u ■> 1n+1 n and U -x 00 , n
then 00{v^}^ is relatively compact in C[0,1] and the set of its a.s.
limit points coincides with K.
Corollary to Theorem 4.2 If for some a.s. finite and non-zero rv n 
we have
(4.9) -2  2 a ’ S * 2s L -> n and s -x 00 , n n n *
(4.10) for all e > 0, Zs.^E[|x.| I ( | x . |  > es..)] < 00 and
for some 5 > 0, £s/*E[X^ I ( | x . |  <_ 6s.)] < 00 ,(4.11)
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then the conclusions of Theorem 4.2 hold. In particular, they hold
3 00if {Xn>^ is stationary.
Before proceeding with the proofs of Theorems 4.1 and 4.2, let 
us state as a lemma a result contained in Proposition IV 6.2 of Neveu
00Lemma 4.1 [Neveu]. Suppose {(Tn ,G ^ ) i s
T -T . , n n n-1* 1,2,... (Tq = 0). Let
sequence of positive rv's such that for each
a.s.
a martingale and 
00{Wn}i be an increasing
n, W is G --measurable n n-1
(Gq = {<£,ß}) and °°. If
IW72E(Y2|G. _) < «> a.s., x J J * 1 J-l
then
T-1 n a.s.W E Y . -*• 0 .
n i J
PROOFS OF RESULTS IN §4.2
Proof of Theorem 4.1 The proof is based on that of Heyde and Scott 
and Strassen and uses a truncation like that introduced in the 
Skorokhod representation proof of Theorem 2.3.
Define
X. = X. I(2"j < \X.\ < Zj) + | x .  I(|x | < 2“j) +
+ sgnCXj) 2"j"1(2+Z.|Xj r 1) KlX^I > Z^) and
X* = X.-E(X.IF.-).1 J J 1 J-l
(If Z.(w) < 2~j, let I(2“j < IX. I < Z . ) M  = 0).J J 3
Then X^,...,Xn generate the a-algebra F , as can be proved using
the arguments in Lemma 5 of Theorem 2.3. Note that
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(4.12) |Xj-X*-{Xj X ( j Xj I > Zj)-E[Xj I ( ! Xj | > zplF^)}! < 3.2~J . 
Define
n
n
Z
1
E(xf|F._i) y
and if u e [0,1] let
<(u) = [Kv2)]-11S*+(uv2-V2,)(v2+1-V2^)-1 X*+1] .
Then
o _ i  rsup |y (u)-y*(u)| <_ [4>(V ) ] sup I Z(X.-X*)| £ 
ue[0,1] n n l<r<n 1 3 3
? 1 r£  [cKVp] 1 sup I Z{X I (IX I > Z )-E[X I (IX I > Z,)|F ]}| +
l<r<n 1 J 3 3 3 3 J J
+ [^(V^)]“1 Z 3.2"3 , using (4.12),
1
a.s.
0 as n -* 00, due to (4.1) and (4.4).
That is,
a.s.
(4.13) sup I y (u)-y*(u) [ -> 0 .
ue[0,1] n n
Next we introduce the Skorokhod Representation (see Strassen [40], 
Theorem 4.3). By extending the original probability space if necessary 
we may suppose that there exists a Brownian motion W and a sequence 
{T^}^ of non-negative rv s defined on our probability space, such that
*
2»
2 n
(W(T1),W(IT.),...,W(ZT )) . 
1 J 1 3
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If Gn is the a-field generated by X^,...,X^ and W(u) for
u < I T. then T is G -measurable, -  x 3 n n
E(T |G ) = E(X*2 |G ) = E(X*2 |F ) ,n 1 n-I n 1 n-I n ' n-1
and for some constant depending only on r,
E(Tr IG _) < L E(X*2rIG -) = L E(X*Zr|F .) . n ‘ n-1 —  r n 1 n-1 r n 1 n-1
*2r
Define y(.) on [0,°°) by
y(u) = S*+(u-V2)(V2 ,,-V2)"1 X*p p p+1 p p+1
where
Then
p = p(u) = max{jIV2 £  u} .
U*(u) = [<t(v2) ] 1 n(v2u)
so that in view of (4.13) and Corollary 1 of Strassen [39], it suffices to 
prove
(4.14) lim [4>(t) ] ^ sup |y(u)-W(u)| = 0 a.s. 
t-*» u<t
To this end we first wish to prove that
(4.15) Z T.-V*2 = o(V2) a.s. as n -* °° . x 3 n ny
Since
E(X*4|F. ) = E(X?|F. 1 )-4E(xf|F. _) E(X.|F. )+6E(xf|F. )3 1 J-l 3 J-l J 1 J-l 3 3-1 3 3-1 *
,[E(Xj |Fj_1)]2 - 3E[<Xj I FJ_1) ]‘
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< llE(Xj |Fj_1)
± 11E[X4 I(|X.| <_ Zj) I Fj;l] + 11.2_4j 
then in view of (4.3) and (4.4),
Z v .4e(x*4|F. 
± 3 3 ' 3
<  CO a. s.
from which, using Lemma 4.1, we can derive
n 9
£[T.-E(T.\G. J  ] = o(V ) a.s. 
± 3 3 1 3~1 n
This is equivalent to (4.15).
Also,
|X?-X*2| < X2 I(IX.I > Z.) + 2~2  ^1 J 3 1 “ 3 1 1 1 3
so that
lE(xjlFj-i)-E(xj2!frj-i)l - E[xj I(lxj I * zjJ IFj-x] +2
and hence after summing from j = 1 to n, we deduce that
(4.16) v2-^*2 = o(V2) a.s. as n -»■ 00n n n
under (4.2) and (4.4).
Combining (4.15) and (4.16) we have
_9 n a.s.
(4.17) V 1 T. 1 .
n i J
a.s.
Under (4.4), p(u) -* 00 as u and hence
a.s.
1 > u V ,  , > V 2 x 1 as u +-  p(u) -  p(u)+l p(u)
so that
_ 1 o a.s.
u V'/N -> 1 as u 00 .P(u)
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Similarly
U"V p(u)+l
a.s.
-* 1 as u 00
and combining these and (4.17),
-1 p(u) a.s.E T. 1 and u-1
p(u)+l a.s.
E T . 1 as u
Since
p(u) p(u)+l
|p(u)-W(u)| <_max{|W( I T.)-W(u) | , |W( I T )-W(u)|}
1 J 1 J
then (4.14) follows on working through Strassen’s proof.
Proof of Theorem 4.2 This proof is the same as that of Theorem 4.1 
except for some minor changes. Instead of V , p^ and p we define
U*2 = E X*2 , 
n 1 J
v*(u) = [♦(U2)]“1[S*+(uU2-U2)(U2 -U2)“1 X* ] andn n m n m m+1 m nrKL
v(u) = S*+(u-U2)(U2 -U2) 1 X*q q q+1 qy q+1
where
2
q = q(u) = max{j|Uj <_ u} .
Instead of (4.15) we prove
(4.18) E T .-V*2 = o(U2) .1 J n n'
Arguing as before, we can show that
oo
- 4^  ,v*4(4.19) E U. E(X. |F. ,) < 00 a.s., x J J 1 1 -1
which, in view of (4.8), is equivalent to
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£ u74 E(X*4
1 J-1 J lFJ-l) <
a.s.
Lemma 4.1 applied to this gives us
n ?Z[T.-E(T.IG. .)] = o(IT -) a.s.,1 J J J-l n-1
which is equivalent to (4.18).
Instead of (4.16) we prove
(4.20) U2-!]*2 = o(U2)n n n
which follows from the inequality
X2-X*2 | < X? I(IX.I > Z.) + 2  2  ^
J J 1 “  J 1 J 1 r
We also require
(4.21) u*2-V*2 = odJ2) ,n n n
that is,
e [x72- e ( x^2I 3 = ° (U 2) ,
which follows from (4.19) and Lemma 4.1.
Combining (4.18), (4.20) and (4.21) we obtain 
o n a.s.
(4.22) U I T. -> 1
n x J
which can be compared with (4.17). The proof is completed as before. **
Proof of Corollary to Theorem 4.2 In view of (4.9), (4.5)-(4.8) will 
hold if the equivalent conditions with Ik replaced by s^  hold.
Let Zj = 6Sj. (4.5) and (4.7) follow immediately from (4.10) and (4.11), 
respectively. (4.10) implies, via the Kronecker Lemma, that
for all e > 0, s^1 £ | X_. | I(|x_.| > cs^) +a.s.
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so that
for all e > 0, s  ^sup |x.j I(|x.| > es.) -* 0
n j<n 3 3 3
a. s.
and hence
-1 a. s.
Now,
s sup X. -* 0 .n • ^ JJ <n
”2 I X2 I (I Xj I > 6Sj) < (s'1 sup |Xj I) Sn1 E IXjl I'dXjl > äs.)
and so (4.6) is true. Finally,
s  ^ sup E(X?) <_ E(s  ^ sup X?) -> 0 as n -* 
11 j£n 3 n j<n 3
using Theorem 1 of Pratt [32], and hence
-1
s  m S  +  1n+1 n
so that (4.8) is true.
If {X^}^ is stationary with the distribution of X, 
— 9 9 ^ * ^ *  9 — 1 9s U -> E(X ; L E(xflT) n n 1 ‘
where T is the invariant a-field wrt the sequence {X^}^.
establish (4.10) note that when E(X^) = 1,
00 00
1 sT1E[|X.| I (IX [ > es )] = E[|x| E n"Z I(|x| > t/)] 
J  J J  J j.
i
-2
and
1 1 r -2V2 100 -y y  [e X ] _y
E n I(|x| > en ) = Z n
where [x] denotes the integer part of x
- 2„2 1
r %x dx
2e 11 X|
so that
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00
E sT1 E[IX.I I(IX.I > es.)] £  2e"1E(X2) < » .
(4.11) follows from a similar argument:
E s.4 E [X4 I(IX.I £ 6s.)] = E [X^ E n * I(|x| £  6nZ) ]4 „ -2J 3 1 J
and if X ={= 0,
E n 2 I(|x| <_ 6n2) = E n 2 + 64X 4 I(|x| = 6n)
[6 2X2]+1
x 2dx + 264X 4
V
62X 2 + 264X 4 ,
so that
E s74 E[X4 I( IX. I £ 6s.)] <_ 26Z E(XZ) + 26^ < 1 J J J
2 „ /Tr2.
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